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Where
the

sun

•

r1ses
There 's more to Miami than
smuggling marijuana, speaking espaiiol
or suntanning! If you're in Miami to go
to the university - or eve n if you've
lived here all your life - there's really
so much to Miami. Get out and explore
or escape - in your own backyard!
The location of the university's
North Campus off Biscayne Boulevard
and Sunny Isles puts us near some fine
beaches and excel lent fishing . There
are marinas and charter boats and load s
of salt, sun and sa nd at Haulover Beach .
There are seve ral causeways that
connect Miami Beach with the mainland , and from them the sunrise ,
skyline, night li ghts or stars on the water
are a hard act to beat!
Tourism is the biggest industry in
th e Miami area - equali ng about 60
pe rce nt of the eco nom y. On Collins
Ave nue, where hotels and hi-ri ses line
t he famous beaches, there are so man y
ho tels, that even if one stayed in a
d ifferent hotel every ni ght for a yea r, he
or she still wouldn ' t have slept in all of
th em. Miami was whe re the action isuntil Disney World sprang up, detouring a large portion to the ce nter of the
state .. . and everyone knows that Ft.
" Liquordale" is " where the boys are";
and Miami Beach is where the foods are
kosher and the acce nts are New York,
and whe re there is very little, if any,
ni ght life.
Miami's night clubs and theaters
present the top nam es in entertainme n t. Zev Bufm an ha s made t h e
Theater of the Perfo rming Arts another
Broadway. And, of co urse, Anita Brya nt
lives here, but Miami's prid e is for
resident s li ke the Bee Gees, who record
here. Th e fi lm and recording indu st ri es
have rece nt ly receiv ed a boost from
performers li ke Jerry Lewi s and K.C.
and the Sun shin e Band.
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The jettys at Haulol'er Beach offer some solitude Natil'es and tourists are drawn to Cape Florida
in the sun lor a nimble-foote(f explorer.
park. They enjoy the sun in el'ery season.

A gull has found a serene
perch, apart from the bustle
of hotel row on an Indian
Creelc Waterway.
The ocean spla shes up
against the Haulorer Pier
where fishermen spend
hours trying their lucie in the
Atlantic.
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In

the
east
Miami's prox1m1ty to water has a
great impact on recreational activities.
There's swimming, fishing, scuba
diving, water skiing, and the latest- jet
skiing.
There are several popular "watering holes" in the area of the North
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Campus. One is Big Daddy's Flanigan's
where disco is what it is all about. A new
local sensation is the Crazy Horse
Saloon where the ladies can pick up an
all male strip show, led by Felix, the
Italian Stallion.
There are great wagering sports
such as the horse track, the dogs and
the world's fastest sport - jai alai .
Another gamble people take is with the
Boulevard "action ." There is the Pussy
Cat Theatre, adult bookstores, an
x-rated drive-in and hotels which
advertise jelly beds and mirrors. The
Boulevard may harbor women who
work at the "oldest profession," but it
is a very professional place in the
daylight - major businesses line a
majority of the Boulevard with prestigious offices and breathtaking views of
the ocean .
There is a lot of history in Miami,
too. The Art Deco League has preserved an old section of the beach to
save the art deco era of Miami. The
Barnacle State Park in Coconut Grove is
the home of Miami pioneers, and on a

With main sail and jib open on any day a
Miamian can have a hobie day on Biscayne Bay.
Tropical breezes flow through palms on 81st
Street beach drawing sunworshippers and
snowbirds.

palm tree-sprinkled island called Key
Biscayne stands a lighthouse built in
1825 to guide ships around this point of
Florida's peninsula. Although it was part
of a Seminole massacre, it is restored
today and was lighted up again in 1976
after 100 years of darkness.
The orth Miami Campus has
some of the best nautical views in town .
From the windows of the Trade Center
Building and Academic I can be seen
mangroves, boatdocks, sailboats and
skylines. orth Campus established
itself and became famous for its lawn
concert on the bay, the Sun Tan Jam.
Once was not enough, and a tradition is
beginning in the east.
Local artists and big name musicians are featured on the lagoon during this all-day "happening." Students
from all around the community come
out for a day of music and sunshine.

Night lights glow on north Collins Avenue.
Bee Gees add glamour and vitality to Miami,
creating contemporary sounds for the world.
Felix provides entertainment for the ladies
who cavort, casting aside their inhibitions.
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Where
the
sun
sets
In our own backyard, we can find a
variety of cultu ral backgrounds, from
the Cuban tempo of Calle Ocho to the
homes of the Miccosukee Indians on
the Trail.
Calle Ocho echoes with the
grandeurs of Little Havana. At W 8th
Street and 19th Avenue, one finds " EI
Parqu e de Domino," Domino Park ,
where men and women sit and
reminisce about past times while
playing dominoes for fun or camp titian . Along the way, one will see them
having their daily cafe y pa tel/itio, The Tamiami Trail is cut out of the swampy
Cuban coffee and pastry at the typical e~ergla des pro ~iding easy access to the west
Cuban coffee stands found on very coast.
corner of Calle O cho.
The Latin community unit s s veral
times a year to share its heritag with
South Floridians. One example is the
Latin Festival on Calle O cho which
f atures Latin music, dan ing and food.
On January 5, Cubans eel brat Los
Reyes Magos, Th Wise Men, who
come and bring gifts for the children
with a parade down SW 8th treet.
Traveling in a west rly direction
along the Trail, we find the Micco ukee
Indian Villages. Formally recognized in
1962 as a tribe, the Miccosukees are
distinc t from the Seminoles. Their
thatched huts are found in the
Everglades and in Big Cypress wamp,
where they live off the wildlife. Tourism
is also a means of suppo rt for these
Indians: they run a restaurant, grocery
store, gas station, and airboat rides .
In the midst of thes co ntrasting
cultu res, and just 12 miles from the
h eart of Miami, is FlU 's Tamiami
Campus. On the grounds of the old
Tamiami airport, FlU is the intellectual
starting point for people from many
nations . Every year, conferences,
festivals and special events and lectures
of all sorts allow the student body of FlU
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In the mid-day sun, local Latins endlessly discuss
the world's problmes o~er games of Dominoes.

Sell-contained Cuban
communities pro 11ide
Latin clinics, newspapers, and banks.
There are Cuban markets, restaurants, and
schools too . Because
Miami is so large it is
possible for people to
li11e their li11es totally
within this subculture
and ne11er learn the
English language or
American culture.
For years Cubans ha11e
bee n fleeing their
communist
island
country, especially
since Fidel came into
power in 1959. Here in
Dade County is where
the majority of Cubans
ha11e settled. The area
along 8th Street is
predominantly Cuban,
which is how it got the
nickname of " Little
Ha11ana. "
Centro Vasco Restaurant
on Calle Ocho is famous
for its Spanish-Basque
cuisine. To get a taste of
some real Latin flat~ors
try some of the restaurants on SW 8th Street.
The menus are generally written in Spanish and
English. Try something
new; there 's more to
Cuban food than black
beans and rice!
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Airboats are 1/atbottomed boats driven by an airplane propeller
attached to a very loud engine. Brief rides are offered near FlU.
The ' Clades seem to go on infinitely-hence the term "ever" in the
park's name, " Everglades National Park. "
The American alligator is seen in the wild in many areas of Florida.
There are over 400, 000 estimated to be living in the state.
The Tamiami Trail is a home for the Miccosukee Indians who live
in the Everglades, only 16 miles from the university.
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In
the
west
to interact and learn about other
countries.
One such example is Hispanic
Heritage Week which brings to life the
food, dances and traditions of FlU 's
Latin family . Students from each
country unite and present a part of their
traditions to the university community.
The Tamiami Campus is also the site of
many community activities and the
neighbor to such events as the Dade
County Youth Fair.
Across the canal from the Tamiami

Campus of FlU lies the little town of
Sweetwater. Since FlU has no dormitories of its own, Sweetwater serves this
purpose by providing the closest
available housing for students who want
to live close to campus.
Leaving the town of Sweetwater,
the Trail travels west, offering 70
uninterrupted miles of the Everglades
and the Big Cypress Swamp. It is the
sanctuary of wild birds like the Great
Blue Heron and the quiet, but treacherous alligator. It took 12 yea rs to build
the elevated road across the swamplands of the Everglades. It was necessary
to dig a canal along both sides - not
only for road material, but for proper
drainage, blasting the whole way. The
Trail runs from the city of Miami
through the great sawgrass swamplands
to Naples where it joins a coastal road
north to Tampa .
Since 1947, one portion of the
Glades, indicated on the Trail by the
Shark Valley ent ran ce to Everglades
National Park at the 37 -mil e mark , has
been protected as a national park , the
only one in South Florida . This
wilderness has been described as a
slow-moving river that is only ankle
deep and 40 to 50 miles wide. The water
creeps south from Lake Okeechobee

for 100 mil es before draining into
Florida Bay and the Gulf of Mexico. The
Seminoles referred to it as PayHai-0-K ee, or great river of grass wat e r,
and it remains as one of th e co untr y's
uniqu e biologica l prese rves.
This seemingly e ndl ess and incredibly flat landscape mak es up one of
our most popular national park s. Th e re
are no awesome canyons, no snowcapped peaks, and though the sawg rass
prairies resemble th e African ve ldt , no
vast herds of hoofed animal s can be
seen. Howev r, th e beauty of th e
Everglades and this section of our own
backyard li es in th myriad of small
sights, sou nd s, smells . . . a heron
sitting motionl ess on a twig, an alligator
lying in the sun, an otter out looking for
his early morning fi sh. Th is part of Sout h
Florida at the edge of FlU is eve ryon e's
escape back to nature - th e beg inning
of a new e nvironment and a ontrast to
Miami just 12 miles to the east of the
Tamiami Campus.
ju st leaving th e campus and
traveling wes t, one ca n se ns e th e
change in atmospher and see buildings give way to open spa e and a h ctic
pace yield to tranquilit y.
The torrential rains of Hurricane David caused
water levels to rise, endangering wildlife.
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And
all
•
po1nts
south
sun ri
in th
Fishermen might c~tch milclterel, nilpper, or
ltinglish off the jell or Hilulo~er Pier.
Amon the ~rgent-major , il cubil di er
explores the underw~ler park ~I Penneltilmp in
Ke Lilrgo.

After soaring over the
beaches, bathers and
boatsi this gull alights
on a Miami dock.
Calm waters and sun
drenched sky provide
safe harbour for pleasure crafts at Crandon
Park.
Cape Florida lighthouse was burned
down by Seminoles in
the 1800's but is lighted today.
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Getting there

•
IS

If getting there is half t he fun , FlU's
commuting students are having a ba ll.
With no dormitories or other housing
faciliti es on either campus, FlU is, per
se, a commuter college. The logi stics of
getting to schoo l ar e solved in different
ways for differe n t students.
For some students, the majority in
face commuting means driving - and
in Miami , driving means fighting th e
cro wd s on the fr ee way s, waitin g in long
lin es at gas pumps and traffi light s, and
- finally - gett ing to sc hool only to
have to s arch endl ess ly for a parkin g
spa ce.
Th e bicyc le commut ers ha ve it
mu ch better. You see th em around
cam pu s, sli pping swiftly down the w ind ,
th eir fr eew heels clicking so ftl y as they
swerve in and out among th e pedestrian traffic. Th ere are only a few cyclists
on FlU's ca mpus, and th ya re ge nerally
a lean and fit group . Th er e should be
more of th em, but th
press of
circ um stan ce pre lud es most of us
from participating in the eco nomic and
Finding 01 rilclt for il bicycle Ciln be like fin ding
physical rewards of cycli ng to sc hool.
01 pilrlting spot for your Cilr . . . impossible!
Bus comm uters are anot her m inority at Fl U, although the uni ve r sity is
se rved at both the Tamiami and North
Miami campuses by M etrobu s. Bus
commuters are ge nerall y a hardy lot of
very ada ptabl e people, given the
vagar ies of the Metrobus service an~
the casua l way in which tim schedules
are observed .
FlU's ow n FIT S, o r Florida Inter nati o nal Tran sit Se rvi ce, ha s pr oven to be
a viab le alternative to intra-campus
dri ving . FITS is an express bu s se r vice
which sta rt ed so m ew hat haltin gly in th e
Summ er Quart er of 1979, and has
grown into a welcome chang e from
freeway driving . FITS sc hed ul es ar e
m o r e reliabl e than r eg ular M et robu s,
and for a small fee, one may rid e, read,
ca tc h up on a class study assignment or
ju st enjoy the sce nery as so meone else
does th e driving . FITS is a good way to
avai d wear and tear on both your ca r
and yourself, when trave l is requir ed
between the Tamiami and North Miami
ca mpuses.
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fun

Willltwilys through our trilil Cilmpus proritJ
e01sy shortcut for bicyclists.

Lou Alvarez backpacks his books and
commutes to the trail campus.
Sweetwater feels the presence of FlU,
as trallic backs up with the " morning
class crunch. "
North Campus serves all points north.
Jacqueline Lorber boards the FITS bus
at North Campus to shuttle to the Trail.
Traveling west on US 41, university
Ira/lie snags as class time draws near.
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" Athenaem " is Greek for a place of learning; it is
also the library and media center for the Tamiami
Campus. Walks lead to the auditorium where the
majority of FlU's lecture programs are held.
Open air walkways can be a real pleasure on a sunny
day, but when it rains, it's another story. Have you
ever tried to get from PC to UH without getting wetl
Think about it.
The Rathskeller cashed in on the sunny weather by
grilling hamburgers and hot dogs outdoors during the
lunch hour. The smell of burgers across the campus
draws crowds each lunchtime.
The duck population reigns at FlU. Neither snow, nor
sleet, nor rain, nor Hurricane David, nor gloom of
night will keep the loyal residents of Tamiami
Campus from giving students a fowl welcome/
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Some trek out the trail
In contrast to the campus on the
bay, FlU's first born , the Tamiami
Campus , sits across town on the
Tamiami Trail out on the edge of the
Everglades. There's no night life, no
beaches, and the only boats found out
here are canoes or air boats. And it is
futile to even try to find a hotel!
The Trail leads away from the City
of Miami into the swampy Everglades.
Most people only venture out this way
to fish , hunt, go camping or leave town .
Some tackle the wilds of SW 8th Street
(Calle Ocho) and Sweetwater regularly
to obtain their education at FlU 's
Tamiami Campus.
It's hard to believe that only 15
years ago the land on which students
seek higher education was a small
airport surrounded by the solitude of
the Everglades. The airstrips are now

roads and parking lots and the control
tower today houses the campus Public
Safety Department. When the campus
was founded, the tower was the first
administration building.
Established in 1965 by the Florida
Legislature , the Tamiami Campus
opened in 1972 with near ly 100
bachelors degree programs and 40
masters programs , and over 5600
students, making it the largest opening
enrollment of a university in the history
of higher education . FlU is a public,
upper division institution locally
serving students from Broward and
Miami-Dade community colleges, and
internationally serving students from 75
countries, including Iran , the Bahamas,
the Caribbean and South America. This
year a big issue was if FlU would
become a four-year institution and

accept freshmen and sophomores.
The sports program isn 't as large a
scale as some universities, but th e
Sunblazers compete in 10 varieties of
intercollegiate athletics. For men ther e
is soccer, wrestling, baseball , golf and
tennis; for women , volleyball , softball ,
basketball, go lf and tennis.
Most students read the fr ee
newspaper, The Independent Inter national. Few know there 's an Elan, or
what it is. The Rathskeller is a place in
which to socialize. This year for th e first
time wine and Cuban coffee are be ing
served , making the Rat more popular
and giving Tamiami more of a campuslife atmosphere, and providing mor e
campus life and social emphasis.
Primera Casa won as the best concrete structure
in the State of Florida in 1973.
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Some learn by the bay
Wit h a fi sh in its beak , the eg ret
peacefu ll y glides around the wi ldl ife
san ctuary on the ort h Miami Camp us.
He shar es th is habitat with man y ot her
spec ies of birds, fi sh, re ptil es and
insects. Th e beaut y of thi s wildlife
prese rve can be explored and e njoye d
via the ca noe trail on th e wat rfront at
the eas t e nd of th e orth Campu s. In
the oth e r direc tion , sa ilboats dot th e
horizo n of Biscayne Bay.
Fitn ess e nthu sias ts ca n improve
th eir hea rt ra te and ge t int o shape on
the 18-station parco urse, viewed by
ma ny as the toug hest cou rse of its ty pe
in Dade Coun ty . For rec rea tio n, th e re is
a vo lleyba ll court, wi th its bo undaries
bur ned out in the grass outside th e
Trade Ce nter Bu ild ing. In that ge ne ral
area, ho rses hoe pits ar e also placed for
ent husiasts.
The orth Campus is borde r d o n
the east by the bay and o n th wes t by
Biscayn Boulevard . In betwee n,
construction is rapidl being comp leted on the 106 acres of FlU. Th stude nt
population and programs available are
growing almost as rapidly as new
buildings are going up.
Academic I, which was ope ned in
1979, houses everyt~ing from stude nt
servi ces and administrati e offices to
classrooms and lounges. Most of the
activity on campus tak s place here.
Several departments, including the
School of Public Affairs and ervices,
were transferred this year from
Tamiami to the orth Miami Campus.
They operate out of Academic I.
Most of the classes meet in the
trai le rs on bot h sides of the covered
wa lkway. Th e booksto re and lib rary
remai n in the TC buildi ng, where the
lib rary wi ll eve ntuall y be ex pand ed to
occu py most of the bui ld ing. A snack
bar, wit h o utdoo r ta bles to e njoy mea ls,
watch th e boats on the bay, socia lize or
conte mplate th e next class, is th e most
di stincti ve and attra cti ve feature of TC.
Rig ht past the ou tdoor patio, th e re
is a pie r connec ting th e shore to th e
bay. This year, th e latest addition to th e
outdoor fa cilities was th e floating dock
attached to th e pie r. Both th e pi e r and
th e dock are frequented by ort h
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Ca mp us boate rs, thoug h th e fac il ities
are ope n to all.
Build ings whic h wi ll ope n this year
inclu de a Student Ce nter wit h a theater,
showers, stude nt organizatio ns and
publi cations offi ces, a p ub and an
outdoor eati ng area. A racq uet spo rts
complex has also been proposed , with
pla ns in the maki ng for a sw1mming
pool and gymnasium .
Both the community and stude nts
congregate on th e bay for a regularl ysc hedul ed Sun Tan jam se ries featurin g
we ll-known mu sici an s. In add ition ,
man y oth e r mee tin gs and special eve nts

in tegra te th e surround ing co mmun ity
wit h ca mpus life on the bay .
In Fe bruary Preside nt Wol fe
changed the name of the North Campus to Bay Vista Campus in North Mia mi
to' reflect mo re of the nat ural e nvironme nt. The orth Mia mi co mmun ity
and the cam p us still share the name,
thoug h in a diffe re nt fas hio n, and they
wi ll bot h co nti nu e to share activities.
The Trade Center Building on the bay was
contributed from the lnterama Project.
The North Campus entrance sign on busy
Biscayne Boulevard directs students to the
campus.

. •. I .
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The core of the North Campus lies within the walls of its newest
addition, Academic I. Several departments from the Trail were
transferred here this year.
Education is more than books. judy Cohen runs the parcourse to
provide the balance.
Swaying Australian pines give a warm welcome to sailing students who
practice in the bay. Instruction is offered lor everyone.
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Campus, careers combine
Some work ful l-time, going to
classes at night and fig hting the fatigue
which comes with carrying a full-time
job and college study over and above
the normal workaday routine.
Others are in mid-life, re-entering
the job marketplace, and retraining for
more usable skills in better jobs. A few
are veterans, attending school on the Gl
Bill . Still others are in mid-career,
desiring to learn a new occupation and
to begin a new life.
From diverse national and ethnic

backgrounds, FlU students come
together in quest of a quality education.
They are changed and challenged by
their course of study, and emerge from
their studies enriched and enlivened by
a new sense of purpose and involvement.
More than 50 percent of FlU
students work full-time, combining a
career and study at the same time. Close
to 60 percent study in the evening, and
with the average age of the student
body being 29, the typical FlU student

is far different from those at most
universities. The student body is about
evenly divided between males and
females. The typical student is full time,
married, attending evening classes and
working half or full-time. And each
proves that the campus and careers do
combine for an enriched education.
Through their dedication, these
students prove that combining their
academic work on campus with a job
either in their career field or one that is
related can provide an enriched
education, as well as the means for
advancement in a career .

Hallie R. Fernandez
Desires to manage Israeli hotel
Managing a hotel in Israel is the
career goal of 22-year-old Hallie R.
Fernandez , an International Hotel
Administration major in FlU's School of
Hospitality Management.
Hallie presently holds a job as a
part-time lab instructor teaching the
use of front office control tools for the
School of Hospitality Management. he
also works in the executive offices of
the Marriott Hotel and Racquet Club at
the airport to gain a greater understanding of the hotel business from all
aspect s.
She has held positions at several
hotels both in ew York and in Florida
while she completed her coursework
and gained experience in positions
ranging from cashier to auditor to head
of the night shift , having full responsibility for the hotel at that time . She
states, "That type of experience was
invaluable when one is going to pursue
a career in hotel management. I have
seen all sides of the jobs that people
working in a hotel can have."
Hallie majored in management at
the State University of ew York at
Buffalo, where she received her
associate degree and was on a ew York
State Regents Scholarship . She was also
the recipient of the Gerber Products
Company Scholarship for four years and
the Statler Foundation Scholarship for
Hallie R. Fernandez
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her junior and senior years at FlU . She
is going to school on a ational Direct
Student Loan in addition to holding her
jobs at the Marriott and FlU to fully
finance her education .
" My work at the hotels helps me
with my studies and provides learning
resources that relate to my classes,"
stated Hallie. However, she continued ,
" All school and work is no fun . I am glad
that FlU is having more activities and
campus life." Since she and most of her
friends are from out of town, " The Rat
and the campus are local to our homes,
and so we enjoy doing things here. It is,
in man y instances, the students who
come to FlU from outside Miami who
emphasize and extend campus life at
FlU ."
Hallie is also involved in such
campus activities as the American
Student ociety and the Hotel, Food,
and Travel Association, and has served
as chairperson of the Hillel Student
Organization at FlU .
A trip to Israel this academic year to
study various aspects of Israeli society,
including its government, influenced
her to seriously desire to return to the
country to manage a hotel there . In
addition, since her sister lives there , she
will be combining her career with
joining her family .

Linda Poo
Airport drew her to Miami area

Linda Poo

One of Miami's major economic
resources, Miami International Airport,
drew FlU psychology major Linda Poo
and her husband Jorge to Miami .
Linda is a stewardess for Eastern
Airlines, and Jorge is a pilot. Linda, who
is studying part-time and hopes to do
personnel work after graduation .
Linda has lived in Albuquerque ,
New Mexico, on the West Coast, in
Washington state, in Denver, Colorado,
and in San Juan , Puerto Rico .
She was a ni ghtclub singer in a San
juan hotel, si ngi ng in Spanish , when she
met jorge, who was flying with a
comm uter airlines at the time . Linda
was hired by Eastern in 1974, and was
married and moved to Miami in 1976.
The fact that the couple is bilingual
h elped inf lu ence their transfer to
Miami .
Linda enjoys reading . She says,
"Working as a flight attendant is mostly
physical work , and you can begin to
vegetate mentally ." She enjoys the
stimulation of reading, especiall y for

her psychology classes. jorge is mor e
into business and math and " isn' t too
pleased with her choice of studi es," but
leaves her space for her education ,
because she worked whil e he wa s
studying at Embry Riddle .
Linda said , " Fortunatel y w e ar e
both home or fl ying at the same tim e."
Linda usually flies to Canada, th e Vir gin
Islands, and the East Coast. Sh e and
jorge live in a condominium in
northwest Miami , and recentl y purchased a 27-foot sailboat that th ey
enjoy sailing to the Keys .
Linda married into a Cuban famil y
and enjoys the culture . She is bilingual
-but " can't yell back in Spanish " wh en
she' s angry. She enjoys studying at FlU ,
but wishes she had mor e time to get
involved in a choral group . But lik e th e
majority of FlU 's student bod y, she goes
to school , home and work , with her
education, family and car eer leavin g her
no extra time to broaden her ca mpu s
experience.

Fred Everts
Model wants to be Mr. America
For Fred Everts, the 24-hour day
doesn't contain enough hours for all of
his activities.
Fred, the student. Having earned
his associate degree in Business
Administration at MDCC while maintaining an A minus average, Fred is
continuing his studies at FlU as a
Business Management major.
Everts, the worker . " I spend 30
hours a week working in the sports
department of a South Dade department store. Sports has always been a big
part of my life and it just seemed like a
natural place to be."
Fred , the bodybuilder . In high
school , under the influence of his
coaches for wrestling, track and
football , Fred began lifting weights at
the age of 17. Progressing from the
universal machine, to free weights, to a
lifters gym, Fred was pleased the way his
" physique was blossoming." Competition soon followed .

" I competed in t he 1976 Teenage
USA Contest, placing third in the tall
class and winning the Best Abdominals
Award. Recently, in 1979, in the
Greater Mr. Florida Contest, I won best
abs again . My ambition is to become
Mr. America and eventually combine
my schoo ling in business with bodybuilding to earn a six-digit income.
" I recently changed gyms to have a
better training atmosphere. I prefer
training with a partner, someone who is
stronger than me, so I ca n compete
with him . He can push me, and we can
compete against each other. I seem to
thrive on the competition. When I have
someone to compete with , it brings out
the best in me and I have a better
workout ."
Fred, the model. In addition to
studies, and a part-time job, Fred finds
the time to include professional
modeling for fas hion and book Illu stration into his 24-hour day.
Fred Everts
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To a potter, it is the fee l of the slick,
soft clay as it slips round t he potter's
wheel throug h the fingers w hich shape
and mold the finis hed form; to a
photograp her, it is t he perfect balance
between content and form in a
photograph, and watc hing t he pictu re
spring slowly to life in the developer.
To a painter or sculptor, it is the joy of
seeing realized in two or three
dimensions the vision one may have
and hope for in the mind . For a
musician, it is the accomplishment of a
passage played well ; to a conductor, it
is the rising crescendo of a well
rehearsed orchestra or jazz ensemble,
and to the theater director and actors,
In dance class students do some of their daily The Gallery, located in the PC building, hosts
it is the angst of a difficult ro le played limbering-up exercises.
displays of various media all year.
well which involves the audience.
To all of these individuals, FlU's
Visual Arts and Performing Arts
programs offer challenging and rewarding courses of study.
Each year , several plays are
produced by the Performing Arts
Department, and concerts given by the
symphony and jazz ensembles, as well
as the FlU Chorale. During the past year,
two plays by Tennessee Williams were
produced, " A Streetcar Named Desire," and "Twenty-Seven Wagonloads
Of Cotton ." Williams, a South Florida
resident for some years, lives in Key
West.
For Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
candidates, exhibits are scheduled each
quarter for student works. The Ga llery,
located in the PC building, also hosts
exhibitions of facu lty and ot her artists in
special exhibitions throughout the year.
The Visua l Arts and Performing
Arts programs are livi ng, growi ng
entities, involving the artistic and
performing talents of a significa n t
number of FlU's students. Students are
exposed to t he works and ideas of
artists w ho live in o ur ·own backyard in
South Florida, such as the pl ays of
Tennessee Wil liams.
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Art student Lane Kenworthy prepares his glass in order to
blow it into a piece of functional art.
Lise Drost uses great care in preparing her lithographic
plate at the printmaking shop.
Sandy and Stephanie learn patience and care on the
potter's wheel in the ceramics hangar.
On any quiet day on campus one can find a secluded area
to getaway-a member of the art department takes
advantage.
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Drama students Ann Todd, Nancy jones and Dawn Beck
gives a real and convincing performance in a Tennessee
Williams play.
Amidst the beer and poker chips are actors jorge
Casanova, Richard Rosen, Ralph Wakefield Ill and Wayne
Tetrick.
Actresses Ann Todd and Nancy jones share a scene
together in a production called " Street Car Named
Desire. "

_....,_ ...~-
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produced by th e Th eater Departm ent.
Stud ent parti c ipation in these Vi sua l
and Performing Art s programs in turn
enri ches the cu lture of our sp rawlin g
Metropolitan Miami co mpl ex of ci ti es.
Thi s symbiosis of lea rnin g and li vin g at
FlU and in Miami t hu s becomes a part
of the univer sit y ed ucatio n.
Hours of practice are necessary lor dance
students. The key to dance is indil'idual
discipline.
Accompanied by the piano, chorus members
harmonize and blend their I'Oices while
rehearsing a tune.

Drama majors and student participants made up the cast and crew lor the drama production " The Typist." Appearing here (left to right) Pem Price,
Dal'e fl'ers, Cindy Chil'arra, Kim Charyey, Wayne Tetrick, Elaiyne Dal'is and Dawn Beck. Contributions by each member are important to the success
of a play.
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Activities began swiftly

FlU offers many actrvrtres for
students and the university commu nit y.
Of these, two may be co nsidered
events, and one a year- round happening.
Fall term just isn't fall without Fall
Fest, and in the spring, Internatio nal
Week offers a variety of intercultural
entertainment and events, including
food, music, dance and dress from
countries all over the world.
After a year's absence, the annual
Fall Festival returned to FlU. Fall Festival
originated in 1974 as an orientation for
incoming students and their families. It
was viewed as a day of fun for all, and
a welcome back to FlU for fall.
This year, Fall Festival began Friday
on the Trail , with a crepe cafe which got
rained on, and ended on Sunday "On
The Bay" at orth Miami with Lorenz
Spec and the Bavarians in concert.
Friday night was " Wunderbar"
night at the Rathskeller. Over 1,000
crowded into the Rat and drank 3,290
glasses of beer, which were sold at 25
cents a glass. A German band and singer
performed for the crowd . Strobe lights
were set up for disco which followed.
Saturday brought a carnival to
University House, with pony and kiddie
rides, Windy Whimple, the magical
clown, and Dixon's marionettes. W.C.
Fields cartoons and a pinata party on the
grass were enjoyed by a large crowd. In
addition, a karate and wrestling
demonstration attracted numerous
onlookers. Every two hours, the SO's
favorite Crease was shown to the
capacity crowds, and a comedy, The
Typists, was presented four times
during the day by the FlU Theatre
Department.
Several athletic events were
included in Fall Festival. The first, the
Fall Festival Olympics, included the
mile run, obstacle course, football
throw for distance and accuracy ,
three-legged race and egg toss .
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Olympic champions were Bob and
Chris Grosse , who beat the team of Juan
Gomez and Sandy Scherr by three
points.
Alumni were admitted free to the
"Welcome Alumni" soccer game
between FlU and Eckerd College. FlU
won the game 3 - 1, with two goals
scored by George Moyssidis and one by
jose Brizo. This was the Sunblazers' first
step toward a bid in the NCAA national
soccer tournament.
Orange Fall Fest discs flew through
the air as professional frisbee team,
"The Aces," performed during halftime at the soccer game. One thousand
frisbees were distributed free by the
Alumni Association . Several games of
"speed flow," where competitors gain

• • •

points for each trick catch they make,
were played with the winners receiving
different kinds of frisbees as prizes. The
Aces brought 14 different varieties and
sizes of frisbees with them .
Saturday closed with a performance by the FlU jazz Ensemble and an
all -American roast beef dinner. Folk
singer Decatur jones performed during
the afternoon, followed by a disco party
at night.
Sunday, Fall Festival activity moved
to the North Miami Campus with
Mitchell Gordon, a caricature artist,
drawing people's faces and folk singer
Pete Harris performing in the afternoon. More German entertainment
concluded Fall Festival , which was
enjoyed by several thousand people.

FlU students and friends came to support the
Homecoming soccer game. The Sunblazers won 3 - 1 over
fckerd College.
On the lawn of Owa fhan, members of the FlU Karate
Club displayed their precision movements.
Le Petit Cafe combined the ef'icurean delights of crepes
with melodious interludes from the FlU String Quartet.
Bob and Chris Gross emerged No. 1 in the Olympic skills:
egg toss, three-legged races and football throws.
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Spring enhanced the flavor • • •

I International
FlU ce lebrates its co ncept of being
an international university each spring
with " In ternatio nal Week ." A variety of
intercultural entertai nm ent and events
establishes the week as one of the most
exciting of the academic year. The
program includes music, dancing, food
and dress from countries all over the
world. There is something for everyone, regardless of cu ltural background .
In the Fall of 1979 the number of
international students on student visas
attending FlU wa s 716. This was a 42
percent increase over the previous
year. The ratio of male to female
international stude nts is 2 to 1.
Approximately two-thirds of international students are enro lled in
undergraduate programs. Hospita lity
Management and Technology are the
schools with the largest number of
international students.
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Of the 75 cou ntries represented at
FlU , Iran, Nigeri a, Colombia, Venezuela
and the Bahamas, respectively, have th e
greatest number of students. Geographically, more students come from
South and Central America than other
areas.
International Week is the co ming
together of all FlU students-where
cultures are shared and friends are
made. Throughout the week a number
of activities high lighted the spi rit of
internationalism on campus. During the
opening ce remonies, the week was
proclaimed by the State of Florida,
when Assistant Secretary of State Ron
Levitt presented a proclamation and
gave an opening address. Main activities Tuesday included an In te rn ational
Fa shion Show and a Continental Cafe.
Thursday had the most activities,
beginning with a bazaar, w h ere

Martinique was judged the most
outstanding booth and won a $50 prize.
Ther e was also entertainment in
the Forum area, followed in the evening
by the Third International Diplomatic
Gathering, attended by over 400.
Ending the week was the International Bash at Tamiami, where everyone
enjoyed frt:!e food, beverag es, 10-cent
beer and live entertainm ent, and the
Internat ional Sun Tan Jam Ill on the
orth Miami Campus. Th e weekend's
activities summed up the entire week in
both activity and e njo yme nt , for
students on both camp uses and peopl e
in the communities surround ing FlU . It
was a time to remember .
Audie McSte11ens, in the costume of his nati11e
Colombia, displays wooden carvings.
Orucilla Armbrister and joyce Taylor ser11e
Bahamian delicacies to a hungry student.

Mohilmed Hillill Albilrildi ilnd two /emilie friends dish
out il tilste of Lebilnese culture during the hilzililr.
Guylene Dupin De Miljourbert, in colorful costume,
helps displily il beilutilul tilble of delicilcies from
Milrtinique.
During lnterniltionill Week University House welcomes
il Vilriety of sounds, visitors ilnd ilromils.
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Senior wrestler Rich F;ltigilte ilnd lreshmiln }ily Dickstein prepilre lor their
sports dem onstration during the festivities of Fall Festival.
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Soccer coilch Bill Nuttilll plots strategies with his players during the hall
time period of the Homecoming Came, as they defeat Eckerd College.

Sports always score

• • •

Program grows
season -of competition, the Su nblaze r s
have quickly become a source of state
pride and national focus.
As not all stude nts are ab le to
compete on the intercollegiate leve l,
the office of Recr ational Sports has
established club spo rts, which meet on
a regu lar basis for the purpose of
enhancing activity interests in suc h
fields as sailing, judo, fencing, water
skiing, karate and tennis.
Recr eatio nal sport s also offer a full
program of intramural sports each
quarter and open all athletic facilities
to those who wish to recreate their
own.
Through multiple avenues of
recreation, intramurals, and intercoljohn Nathan Greene, sailing instructor, helps
students prepare for an outing at the North legiate competitio n, FlU students can
develop a sound body to comp lement
Campus.
mind developed in
Sunblazer Bill Hoke recei11es first aid from the so und
academics.
athletic trainer Kathy Collman.

The Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics and Recreational Sports is
convinced that sports develop common interests among students, whether
they are participants or spectators.
Recognizing, too, that a health y
mind and a healthy body combine in
the well being of a total individual, one
is offered a wide spectrum of physical
activity, giving each student an
opportunity to participate according to
his or her own interests.
For the more gifted, varsity
intercollegiate programs in 10 sports
are offered. Completing their eighth
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Sun Tan jam

NMC hosts
thousands
From modest begi nnings in January
of 1979, with a crowd of 5000, un Ta n
Jam at the orth Miami Campus grew
to 15,000 by the ovember concert.
ome of the largest crowds at any
FlU event have attended un Tan Jam
co ncerts as people from three weeks to
80 years come to relax on the grass by
the bay fo r music and su n.
La st O ctobe r, Love on the Ba y was
sponsored by Bu sc h Beer and Love-94,
when 15,000 rallied from Dade and
Broward to hear Michael Johnson si ng
his romantic ballad s. Only outh Florida
could ha ve such an experience on a
unday afternoon in October.
Ric hi e Ha ve ns of Woodstock fame
performed in November to co ntinue
orth Miami's tradition, ending only
w hen the sun se t behind the mangroves.
Gamble Rogers is one oft he many performers featured in the sun
at Sun Tan jam Ill on the bay.
Michael johnson 's lour brought him to South florida where he
appeared at a jam singing his mellow music lor flU students.
for some, the jam provides music: to tan by, and lor others the
Ianners provide another pleasurable form of entertainment.
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Looking out at the university over an ocean of sunning music
enthusiasts, the band could see that the climate wasn 't all
that was warm.
In the heat of the day, Richie Havens sang " Here Comes the
Sun, " pleasing the crowd who came to hear the guitarist of
Woodstock lame.
This concert on the water was the beginning o f one of the
first Jams FlU ever sponsored.
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Sun Tan Jam

With the infamous skyline
for a backdrop,
a// one needs is
suntan oil and a
six- pule
to
enjoy
some
great music and
a day on the bay.
This •iew from
the uni•ersity
loolcs lilce an
o•era/1 good
lime.
Sun Tan /am is
reminisce nt of
the " good old
days" and lawn
concerts held on
weekends .
Stages are set up
outdoors and
e•eryone enjoys
the people and
music from their
own patch of
grass.
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This musician made music on his saxophone that really
shone at FlU's first Sun Tan Jam on the bay.
These two are a sign of the times - a walking billboard,
voicing at a Jam how irate Americans felt about Iran.
Boaters can moor or tie up at FlU's dock to enjoy the
sun and sounds that drift over the bay from the shore.
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A Holocaust Symposium

Can justice
be pursued?

Simon Wiesenthal, the main speaker, is
dedicated to the persecution of Nazi war
criminals.

A Holocaust Symposium brought
together two nationally-known figures,
Simon Wiesenthal and Ralph Abernathy, for a day-long conference Nov.
15 which drew 1400 people to ca mpu s.
The theme focused on how
minorities cou ld learn from t he Jewish
persecution during World War II , the
Holoca ust. Rabbi Dennis Wald and
Susan Weitz of Campus Ministry ,
directors of the symposium, felt t hat
education was the best method of
preventing further genocides.
Abernathy exp lai ned how future
hol ocausts are still possible. "The seeds
for such destruction exist right here in
Am erica. As lon g as organizations can
discriminate as to membership, as long
as groups like the Ku Klux Klan exist,
persecution and destruction of minori-·
President Wolle welcomes Wiesenthal, who is
a survivor of the Auschwitz concentration ties is an ever-present danger. W e mu st
camp.
learn from the plight of our Jewish
brothers; we must all unite to prevent
th e persecution of any individual,
rega rdle ss of his ethnic background ."
The day climaxed with the appearance of Simon Wiesenthal, th e noted
Nazi hunter from Vienna , who spoke to
a crowd of 800. The audience overflowed AT 100 and man y had to be se nt
to UH 140 to watch on closed-circuit
tel ev ision . Wiesenthal told of his
life-long dedication to seek out major
Nazi war criminals. " I am not motivated
out of revenge . I do not seek revenge.
How can one make up for the millions
who were killed? I seek to make these
war criminals living monuments to t he
horror they created. All must know
what they did to make sure no such
individuals are ever agai n allowed to
come to power."
Walter Rockier, who heads a team
of 55 prosecutors from the U.S. Dept. of
Ju stice, appeared with Wiesenthal.
Rock ier's task is to see that these Nazi
war criminals in the U.S. are deported.
He said, " The U.S. has begun to fu lfill its
obligations regarding these people and
will not desist until the task is done." He
also discussed the dedication of hi s
staff.
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When students canoe
behind the unil'ersity, it's hard to belie11e
that the serene waterway is only a stone's
throw away from the
he-:tic city life on
Biscayne Boule11ard.
Extra precautions
were taken to secure
FlU boats on campus
this summer when we
were threatened by
Hurricane Da11id.
Canoes are stored on
racks at day's end.
The boat shed is
found in among the
Australian pines near
the par course on
North Campus. The
canoe trail begins in a
lagoon that connects
with Biscayne Bay.
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Canoeing at NMC

Canoes are
favorites
Much of the beauty of North
Campus can be found on the canoe
trail , which is con nected to Biscayne
Bay . Originating at the boat shed, the
ca noe trail winds around the par course
and goes through a wildlife sanctuary
which is a natural habitat for egrets, land
crab s, fish and insects. There is a small
st retc h of land to be crossed in order to
comp lete the trail.
Th e recreational sports program at
FlU owns four canoes which are
available to everyone three days a week
for recreational purposes. There is a $5
deposit required in order to take a boat
out. In addition, a swimming test is
needed or life jackets must be worn . In
addition to r ecreatio nal canoei ng,
c lasses are offered through the
Recreatio nal Sports Department as a
leisure activity. A sma ll fee is charged.
An annual two-person canoe race is a
favorite activity coveri ng the entire
trail, and many enthu sia sts participate in
this event.
Paddling through the mangro11es, a canoeist can
see a Miami that most nati11es ha11en 't seen!
Instructor john Green teaches canoeing through
Recreational Sports as a leisure actil'ity.
These canoers are heading out into the
uni11ersity's lagoon to explore the mangrol'es.
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Barbara Taggert, president;
Frances Koestline, vice president; Toni Keim, treasurer;
Jack Summer, faculty sponsor.

Adult Education Alumni Associa ·
Alpha Phi Om __ _

fiRST ROW: Clen Cultler,
Druscilla Armbruster, Rony
Rousseau, Oscar Hernandez.
SECOND ROW: Donahue Balky,
Hortensia Roselle, Lila Neese,
Dawn Silverman, Norman Rosenblatt.

'
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FIRST ROW: Amy Estell, Susa~o
Finke, Holly Bessette, Kendra
Henry 1 Mary Gresh, Madeleine
Hellman, Dori Sanchez, Barry
Hochstadt, Cathy Algood.
SECOND ROW: Boo Kerkhoff,
Mary Ann Caffee, Aleka Wright,
Jill Pascouau, Gunnar Mossberg,
Mary Jane Hass, Janice Miller,
Miriam Svareh, Francine McClintock. THIRD ROW: Janet Lowery,
Jane Fertig, Dave Messina, Sally
Blazina, Bill Myers, Dennis
Shaffer, Mark A. Brimer, Gary
Smith. FOURTH ROW: Willie
Haskins, Treena Willis, Marie
Ibach, Kathy Fuller, Mary
Komacek, Lawrence Martinez,
Terri Grochowski, Prof. Terry W.
Higgins.

Therapy

appas

FIRST ROW: Dawn Silverman.
SECOND ROW: Glen Cuttler, Roberta
Morrison. THIRD ROW: Ellen Aronson, Tom Riley, Ronnie Mittleman,
Linda Kavanaugh, Juan Gonzalez.
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President Wolfe, Or. Ricardo Arias and Vice President Robert
Fisher congratulate Rafael Caldera on becoming an honorary FlU
doctor.
State University System Chancellor E. T. York officially confers
the presidential chain of office on President Wolfe.
Students wait in line during the processional as they walk to
graduates' seating in front of the PC steps.

46 . . . Commencement

December Commencement

1463 receive

their degrees

Sharon Jones, a sociology major, receives her
degree from President Wolle.

Students in the College of Arts and Sciences
line up prior to the processional.

Commencement is symbolic as the
culmination of all the hours spent
stud ying and typing and traveling to
and from the university on 1-95, the
Turnpike, the Boulevard and the Trail.
The coveted degree is the ultimate
goal.
FlU's 16th Commencement Ceremony was held on Dec. 15 on the
Tam iami Campus. It was the last
December commencement and only
the second one to ever be held on
campus . The number of students
applying for their degrees at that time
was 1463, making a total of close to
17,000 students who have received
degrees from FlU.
Guest speaker for the ceremon y
held in front of the Primera Casa
building was Dr. Rafael Caldera , form er
president of the Republic of Venezuela
from 1969-74. He was also presente d
with the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters from FlU.
Caldera commented , " The se
graduating classes have a special
responsibility and I have the convi ction
that they will fulfill it. I am also sure tha t
this institution will continue spr eading
its message, disseminating and intensifying its work , and contributing at the
highest levels of thought and technology to the attainment of this goal
which inspires and spurs us on to forge
a new friendship - a genuine friendship between the peoples of the two
Americas, so that, in an atmosphere of
harmony and solidarity, they may make
an ever-greater contribution to the
service of humanity in the struggle for
freedom and justice ."
President Gregory Wolfe presided
over the ceremony and individually
congratulated each graduate as his or
her name was called to come forward
and receive a degree. Students checked
in at the library lobby,donned caps and
gowns in AT 100 and processed from
there to the area in front of the PC steps
where they were seated by schools. The
ceremony was also translated into sign
language for several hearing-impaired
participants. Graduation in December
included students who had completed
course work in both the summer and
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December Commencement
fall quarters for both bachelor 's and
mast er's degrees.
Th e international sc ope of this
co mm ence ment was broad er than any
pr evious one with international dignitari es attending from seve ral countri es. Also present were eight rect ors
from universities in Central and South
America who honored FlU , Presi dent
Wolfe and Dr . Caldera by their
presence on the platform as special
guests.
Dr. Caldera 's speech took on
international implications w hen he said,
" It 's mandatory to transmit to all
inhabitants of orth and South of this
America ... the assurance that each
one's rights are fu lly respected
though all must coope rate . . . to
gua rant ee their populations the
possibility of a decent, healthy, human
life without obstacles to their co nsta nt
betterment. "
The spirits of two graduates are high as they don
caps and gowns prior to the processional.
President Wolfe addresses the close to 600
graduates who participated in commencement.
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A sea of graduates waits in anticipation lor FlU's 16th
Commencement Ceremony to begin outdoors in front of

PC.
Or. Rafael Caldera delivers the commencement address on
" United States and Latin American Relations in the 1980's. "
Making sure collars are attached correctly is an important
part of putting on academic regalia.
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FIRST ROW: Debbie Pineda,
Heather Sutton, Mary Beth Picard.
SECOND ROW: Lisa Weinstein,
Rene Kersey, Michele Rifkin, Karon
Aydelott, Lara Diamond, Amy Best.
THIRD ROW: Lydia Stasiw, Jane
Gainey, Ieana Machtolff, Irene
Ayala, Lisa Raymou.

Occupational Th
Medical
FIRST ROW: Beatriz
Govantes, Miriam Inocencio, Farideh Attai, Rachelle B. Cadet, Millicent
Hitchins. SECOND ROW:
Linda Brewer, Rose Ann
Slifker, Nancy Gleason,
Janette Duckworth, Tuyet
A. Ta. THIRD ROW: Jim
Shehan, Virginia Ching,
Maggie Sandoval, Maria R.
Quintana, Colleen Carby,
Melinda J. Gray, Anh T.
Ta.
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Kenneth Linn, Harlyn Vinas, Elsa
Casales, Robert Menge, Carlos
Ambrosini, Silvio Vinardell,
Rendueles Villalba, Ray Galleno,
Jeff Marcus, Elaine Consuegra,
Eileen Conrad, Susan Moss,
Silvio Bueno, Farhad Qadir,
Gred Pierce, Michael Rodent,
Chris Tague, Gerald Morrison,
Marty Tracey.

I Students
FIRST ROW: Marita Langenfeld, Elisabeth Hogesteeger,
Argan Klaver, Hortensia Roselle, Azuka Osadebay, Heikki
Talvitie, Debi Jackson, Herbert
Suriel. SECOND ROW: Rony
Rousseau; Saadia Cedeno,
Patsy Brid, Maria A. Perez,
Dawn Wong, Donna Fong,
Audie McStevens, Jimmy Wallace, Larry Lawai. THIRD
ROW: Hayro Perez, Frank Leo.
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Clubs unify
to have fun
Despite the overwhelming emphasis each student places on grades,
a college education consists of more
than the almighty CPA. Clubs offer a
group of friends to unwind with , as
well as a social environment in which
many members can grow.
FlU has sometime s been
bemoaned as lacking any social life.
Therefore, since there is no oncampus housing, a group of outof-town apartment dwelling students
took up resid ency in the Rathskeller.
They becam e friends and drinking
buddies, and from the camaraderie
they shared there, a new campus
organi zation was formed.
Th e American Student Society is
newl y-evolved out of the Rathskeller,
and what began as a grin (ASS) has
become a very active and serious
organization .
This crowd is the closest the
un iversity has come to " Joe College"
and it was they who came up with the
idea for a membership drive for all the
student organizations and took the ir
Ru sh Week idea to SGA. Together
SGA and ASS organized the week's
act ivi ties, beginn ing January 25 w ith a
kickoff dance in the Rat.
Booths representing clubs like
Hillel, HFT A and even the Marines
were set up all week in UH around the
pit to attract new members. Club
tables sold food and di spla ye d
t-shirts.
Music was provided by ASS
members and the FlU Jazz En semble
all week long, but the real showstopping entertainment had to be
Mark Tich y, president of ASS, soak ing
in a bathtub in the pit collecting
money for Muscular Dystrophy.
Submerged in the water, wear ing
long johns, he clowned and chided
onlookers into pitching pennies into
the tub.
On the last night they held
Casino Night (also for Muscular
Dystroph y) with a dance contest and
prizes. Black Jack tables and an
accoustical band were set up and
enjoyed by everyone in the 'skeller.
There were a lot of students
involved, sharing a wide spectrum of
life styles and diversity of interest
(which is easy to scare up on an
international campus) and hopefully
an interest group was found during
ush Week for everyone!

52 . . . Rush Week
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ASS ME~!JERS: FIRST ROW: Jennifer Aubury, Vicki Lindilr, Brendil O'Sulliriln, Lilurel Lilnier, Stephilnie Cronin, Pilul Vii/yo, Wilma Pozo, Tina
Vilh Hemmgen, Christy Winrow, Cilrrie Cerdeirils. SECOND ROW: Nancy McGuire, Rily Walinski, Hililey Fernilndez, Darid Joseph, Brian
Jo_l nson, Frilnk Vitiello, Silril Brildman, John PilpiiCasto, Neil Fried, Mattie Choto, Andy Spook. THIRD ROW: Butch Zanetti, Colman Hughs,
11 J Hunt, Peter Go/per, Milrk Tichy, John Culkin, Dilrid Whiting, Jim Snowfleet, Tim Harrel, Vince Bernilrd.
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The city of North Miami and Munisport, Inc. are building a community This aerial riew of the lnterama land dirisions shows where all FlU's
country club next door to the unirersity. It will include lounge and interesting neighbors are located. Biscayne Boulerard is on the leh and Mumi
banquet facilities for 1000 people.
Beach is on the right of this photo.
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North Miami Neighbors

lnterama:
where did
it go~
lnterama .. . that name rings a bell.
Whatever became of that business
venture over on Biscayne Boulevard
and the bay? Well, for one thing, it
became a univeristy . . . ours. The
parcel of land that the North Miami
Campus is growing on is as equally
fascinating as the airport and landing
strips that became the Tamiami
Campus.
The site in North Miami was once
projecte d to be a huge, bustling trade
and cultural center to be known as
lnterama. The 1700 acres were known
as the Graves Tract then, and they
stretched from NE 135th Street to NE
163rd Street. Work was begun, land was
cleared and a trade center was built at

the water's edge. When the lnterama
dream collapsed, this building became
the first building on our North Campus.
The three-story structure was oripi~~lly
designed to be used for exhib1t1on
space. It was remodeled into administrative offices, a library, classes and an
outdoor patio on the lagoon .
The university was the first resident
on the lnterama tract, followed by many
interesting neighbors . There is a
Regional Waste Water Treatment
Center and the Dade County Government Center where the county
provides police and fire protection .
A solar energy research plant was
planned for the acreage east of the
university, but another site was chosen
in Golden, Colorado, so the land was
given back to the state. This area of land
is the largest open space tract that is left
in Dade County, and is choicely located
on Biscayne Bay. The land area consists
largely of red and white mangroves,
that take up the major portion of the
area. One third of the area has been
established as a mangrove preserve.
The Oleta River flows through the
mangroves into the· intracoastal. The
state is discussing the possibilities of

Oleta State Park on that location.
FlU and all its neighbors in their
underdeveloped neighborhood on the
bay have the North Miamians to thank .
It was they who made sure that the land
was saved from commercial exploitation by digging down into their own
pockets for a $12 million bond issue in
1970. They are paying off this obligation
at a rate of $2600 a day every day
through the year 2001 . North
Mi<~mi/Munisport is doing great things
with its large portion of land - building
a community clubhouse that will
include a restaurant, lounge and
banquet rooms, and planning 16
racquetball and tennis courts. There is
Olympic track and field with a stadium
in the planning and hope eventually for
a club swimming pool. There would
then be joint use of these facilities upon
completion. It will be pleasurable to
watch the university and the community grow together in this part of town.

Munisport President Si Haddad, North Miami
Mayor Mike Colodny, FlU President Gregory
Wolfe, and Charles Johnson of Munisport talk at
a welcome reception for Pres. Wolfe.
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Orange Bowl Run

FlU hosts

third annual
DB Marathon
Blossoming from 556 competitors
in 1977 to over 2,000 in this year's Third
Annual Orange Bowl Marathon, the
race has begun to take its place at the
top with the likes of the Boston
Marathon as a valid running goal.
Miami has thus become the
scenario of an event that involves both
the international and national athletic
commu niti es, a maratho n that has
become the winter season's greatest
American distance race. Miami has
become the plac.~ to run in winter.
FlU has been a part of its growt h,
once again hosting the event, sponsored by Burdines , WPLG- TV and
Metro Dade County.
On a bright and sunny January 12,
there were many top invited runners
and participants from over 35 different
states and a dozen foreign countries
running through the streets of Miami
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on a course that was more than 26 miles
long.
Marathoners ran from Bayfront
Park on Biscayne Boulevard on a route
that wound east on Miami Avenue,
toward Brickell Avenue, south into
Coconut Grove, down to Matheson
Hammock and back up through the
Grove on to Brickell, ending at the
finish line at the Intercontinental Hotel.
Competitors entered in one of
several divisions: men's open, men's
masters , women's open, women's
masters, wheelchair and racewalk
divisions. They came in all ages and
sizes. The youngest entrant was 9 years
old and the oldest, a man of 81 .
At 7:55 a.m. the 32 wheelchair
racers were given a five-minute edge
on the starting gun. When the runners
took off at 8 a.m., onlookers were awed
at the number of enthusiasts surging
forward . Mile markers illustrated every
mile. By the time the runners reached
the turnaround at Coral Way, they were
beginning to lose people. Three vans
were available to pick up exhausted
runners. Volunteers delivered water
and Gatorade to runners and wheelers.
Two tents were set up just past the
finish lines, one for cramps and blisters
and another for more serious first aid
problems.

The team physician for the Miami
Dolphins, Dr. Charles Virgin, was there
to take care of the injured. Heat
exhaustion, hyperventilation, the
emotion of the race and the high
temperatures caused many a runner to
drop or black out.
The wheelchair winner was the first
to cross the finish with verbal support
from the thousands of viewers in that
special moment. The crowds lined all
the avenues and became emotionally
involved in the achievement of each
runner. They participated in the event
by cheering, encouraging and handing
out cups of water and crushed ice. Over
150 volunteers worked hours in the hot
sun to aid in the race's success.
Each runner was showered with
applause and respect as he ran, walked
or crawled across the line in ecstasy and
pain.
The Winners
Ken Misner, Tallillh.usee
2:18:31
Women's Open:
Dorthe Rillsmussen, DPrlm;ari;
2:40:35
Men's Millsters:
Ron Hill, Englillnd
2:27:48
Women' s Masters: Joyce Smith, England
2:45:40
Wheelchair: Rick Hansen, Vancouver, B.C.
2:09:01
Marcel Jobin, Canada
Racewalk:
1:52:20

Men's Open:

Ken Misner from
wheelch~ir, t~lcing

T~ll~h~ssee comes in behind the second place
first pl~ce in the Orange Bowl Marathon Men 's Open.

Abby Ross' running shoes weren't the most interesting ~rt of this runners'
ran in the Women's Open di11ision ~nd got many smiles of

~ttire. She
~ppro11al.

Running enthusi~st and regular Orange Bowl M~r~thon competitor Art
Herriott is ~/so the Associ~te Oe~n of Arts and Sciences at FlU.

-·

M~r~thon

runners get support and encouragement from the bystanders as
they continue their long trelc through the streets of Coconut Gro11e.
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FIRST ROW:
Maria Pardo 5.,
June
Tobias,
Brenda Bumgamer, Carol
Cohen, Beatriz
Parao de Bayon,
Conchita Raices, Jacqueline
Lorber,
fran
Assalone, Lynda Tifft, Rose
Brown, Carol
Doty, CENTER:
Luisa Yanez.

Women In Communications
Public Relations Socie
FIRST ROW: Jacqueline Lorber,
ludy Mays. SECOND ROW: Lynn
Tufft, James Couch, Kathy Mcinerney, Michael Holman, Susan
Horland.
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Rabbi
Denny
Wald, Director,
Pete Schwartz,
Susan Moss, Glen
Cutler,
Susan
Weitz, Hallie Fernandez, Diane
Goldblatt, Alan
Meltzer, Janice M.
McArthur.

t Marketing Association
FIRST
ROW:
August Harrison,
Carolyn Wald,
Linda ). Sapienza,
Regina Veraguas,
Sarah Rosenblatt,
Robin Marchesani,
Ralph DePalma,
Lori
Dubin.
SECOND ROW:
Mike Holden, Richard Chin Shue,
Kevin
Raudt,
Mario
Tacher,
Daniel Morhaim,
Robert Ghazarian,
Dr. Sydney Roslow. THIRD ROW:
Alvardo Botero,
Albert Hasson, Michael
Queen,
CeCe Woodward.
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Physical Therapy

PT provides

variety
O ver in O wa Ehan is a small ,
e nthusiastic com munity of p hysica l
therapy stude nts. On e class is accep ted
per year and their program requires
seven consecutive quarters to complete, with requirements of lectures,
labs and demonstrations . Students
utilize about 50 clinics in the area for
work experience.
PT has graduated five classes thus
far of approximately 140 students, the
majority of whom are employed in
Dade and Broward counties.
PT students participate in many
activities each year. This year, for their
participation in the Orange Bowl
Marathon, they raised $300 toward a
racing wheelchair for wheelchair
entries in the marathon. One of their
fund-raising endeavors was in October
where, for onl y $2, any FlU student
could visit a massage parlor on campus
to be given a professional back, leg or
arm massage by senior PT students. The
massages were said to be handled
professionally - and the PT students
Anna Sines and Peggy Barnhill do some
could practice their skills.
ambulation training on the parallel bars.
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Lori Weiner, Anna Sines and Connie Spivey
transfer Sheryl Luter using a Hoyer lift.

Ross Clarlc is being lifted by Sheryl Luter, Jessica Giandomenico and
Deb Salz in a Physical Therapy class where they learn by doing.
Jessica Giandomenico tries learning to wallc with a crutch in
ambulation training. She is assisted by Ross Clarlc.
Carol Brown was one of several seniors who worlced on Massage Day
to raise money lor a racing wheelchair lor the Orange Bowl
Marathon.
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Student Government

SGA
promotes
4-year FlU
The Student Government Association co ncentrated on supporti ng FlU's
plan for a four-year sta tu s beginning
with a rally last )un . ince heari ngs on
the issue were frequ nt throughout the
year, SGA members and officers were
often ai led upon to testify for FlU .
In addition, SGA sponsored its
traditional programs beginning with the
sixth annual Fall Festival. Thi s year's
event included films, speakers, dancers,
an omelet cafe, pony rides and a final
dance bash . Crowds who attended
were estimated at over 10,000.
GA al so sponsor d a series of
weekly movies on both campuses, a
tribute to Hispanic Heritage Week , the
Sun Tan Jam series and speakers like
Cesar Chavez and local politicians
running for the city commission. Major
event s climaxed as usual with International Week in May, a tribute to FlU 's
middl e name.
Elvis Yeung is from Aruba and is actively involved
as president protem of the SGA.
Senators Druscilla Armbrister, Albert Hoskin,
Audrey Weintraub, Susan Purcell and Bob
Rodriguez.
AI Zanetti, Buck Zanetti, Mark Croley, Richard Blake, Heikki Talvitie, Nathan Robinson, Rony
Rosseau, John Rullman, Azuka Osadebay, Drucilla Armbrister, Cap Weinstein, Albert Hoskin,
Laurel Lanier, Elvis Yeung, Susan Purcell, Cecil Rodriquez, AI lnde, Michael Hurst, Audrey
Weintraub, Ellen Aronson, Juan Gomez, Risa Dranow, Elisabeth Hogesteeger, Hortensia Roselle,
Jim McDonald, Glen Cuttler, Donna Fong, Dawn Wong, Maria Aguilar, Dawn Silverman, Barbaril
Castellanos, Ronnie Mittleman, Bob Rodriguez, Pal Brid, Ruth Hamilton, Roberta Morrison,
Donahue Bailey.
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jim McDonald is comptroller of the SGA and represents
the School of Technology.
SGA President Anita Tejon and Raul Rodriguez promote
FlU as a lour-year university at a balloon rally in june.
Vice President juan Gomez addresses a Student
Government meeting. Laurel Lanier is scribe.
Hekki Talvitie is a senator representing the School of
Hospitality Management.
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Student Newspaper

Independent
newspaper
serves FlU
The Independent International,
FlU's student newsp~per, has a large
circulation and a small, dedicated staff.
The combination has won The
International faithful readers and
national awards.
In 1979, The International was
given an All-American rating by the
Associated Collegiate Press (ACP). In
their paper, ACP said of The International, " The students are fortunate to
have such a paper serving them ." An
All-American rating is the highest rating
a college newspaper can receive from The 1980 International staff included; Terry Williams, Beatriz Parqa de Rayon, Luisa Yanez, Richard
"Cap" Weinstein, Marcia Goodhart and Michael Lewis and several others. They keep the student
the organ ization.
body informed and entertained weekly.
The International is published
week ly, and hits the stands every
Wednesday, 11 times per quarter. The
newspaper is distributed at Tamiami
and orth Miam i campuses to all
students, faculty and staff.
The Independent International is a
leader in a new breed of college
newspapers. The paper receives no
monetary assistan ce from the un iversity
and is solely funded by its advertising.
This makes it one of the growing
numbe r of independent college and
uni versi ty newspapers springing up
Business Manager Pete Kolb has helped to hold Editor Luisa Yanez helped to organize th
throughout the country.
the
newspaper together lor many semesters.
successful Journalism Day held in February.
The International was founded in
1972. Its original name was Action. In
1973, the name was changed to The
Good Times, and in 1976, it became The
Independent International.
Since its inception , the paper has
gone from a four-page bi-monthly to a
full-scale business employing a student
staff and serving a circulation of 10,000.
The staff puts the paper together from
scratch . Writing, editing and even the
typesetting
are
done
in
The
International office. Only the printing is
done outside their room on University
House's second floor .
The newspaper encourages
students to take an active part in their
newspaper. Scholarships are available,
as are salaried positions for editors, and
journalistic experience is provided on a
full-scale basis.
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journalism Day

FlU hosts
journalism
conference
Media professionals from the
Miami area offered a full day of
seminars and workshops at the Annual
South Florida Journalism Day, Saturday,
February 23, at the Tamiami Campus.
The day was sponsored by the
Division of University Relations and
Development, and the Greater Miami
Chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
Activities began with registration in
U.H. followed by a welcome by
President Wolfe, and a keynote address
by Ann Bishop, co-anchor of WPLG,
Channei10-Newswatch. A newswriting
contest was held in conjunction with
her talk and awards were given in a
closing session later that afternoon.
The day's activities featured 21
seminars and workshops with speakers
from The Miami Herald, The Miami
News, the Associated Press and
Channels 2,4,7 and 10. Yearbook and
magazine sessions were also offered.
Ron Sachs, editor of Miami Magazine,
ran a session on "Magazine production
from start to finish ."
Topics ranged from investigative
reporting with Carmel Cafiero of
WCKT, Channel 7, to editorial writing
with Bob Sanchez of The Miami Herald,
to press freedom with Howard Kleinberg, editor of The Miami News, to
political cartooning with Jim Morin of
The Miami Herald. Bob Mayer from
WTVJ, Channel 4, talked about "How a
TV show gets on the air," and Morry
Alter of WPLG, Channel 10, discussed
how he gets his ideas for the feature
segments he does each day.
The day was free and open to
anyone interested in the field of
journalism or in improving his journalistic skills. The event drew close to 350
university and high school students and
was considered a successful day by
co-chairpersons Luisa Yanez, editor of
The Independent International, and
Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver, Director of
Information Services at FlU.

Morry Alter of WPLG,
Channel 101 ran a
seminar on "Capturing
the human element in
the story. "
Ann Bishop, co-anchor
of
channel
10Newswatch, delivered
the keynote address to
journalism participants
on the subject of "How
to write for television
news." Her talk was
covered for a newswriting contest .

.

/

Nearly 300 high school
and university students
participated in the
South Florida Journalism Day Program.
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Successful Businessman

Barnett began degree after 44 years
At the age of 64, Stanley Barnett
earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in
English from FlU after dropping out of
the University of Chicago 44 years
before, in 1914.
In the ensuing years, he worked for
Hirsch Newspapers, wrote dialogue at
Paramount Studios in Hollywood,
California, sold short stories in College
Humor magazine, entered the advertising field and, in 1946, went into the
importing business. Since then, he has
traveled to the Far East 90 times, and in
1972 produced Carl Reiner 's Broadway
play Tough to Get Help with Jack
Cassidy.
Barnett retired in 1972 from the
importing business in New York and
retired to Florida. At that time, he came
to FlU to see whether or not he would
like to continue his education here. He
said, " When I saw the beauty of the
build ing and everything was new, I fell
in love with FlU . Everything was vital at
FlU , and I wanted to become a, part of
it." He started FlU in the fall of 1973
after studying Shakespeare at St. Peter's
College, Oxford, transferring his credits
to FlU.
Shortly after earning his FlU
Stanley Barnett

People's Republic of China, he learned
of China's most important archaelogical
find: the 1974 discovery of the
mausoleum of China's Unifer. An
exhibit of a number of sculptured clay
figures and bronze weapons which
were unearthed is touring the U.S. The
government of the People's Republic of
China gave the company he formed
world-wide distribution rights to the
replicas of the artifacts buried with
China's first emperor.
Barnett states, "I have a warm spot
for FlU. I wish I could return for a higher
degree. I love FlU . It has purpose
Two years ago Barnett disposed of without tension. One can accomplish
most of his interest in Trans-American goals at FlU without strain. It is a school
and is now involved in a new business for education, not for keeping up with
venture. During one of his visits to the the Joneses."

degree, Barnett formed a Miami-based
consulting firm specializing in foreign
trade. The fledgling company grew
rapidly and within a year, Colombian
wall hangings imported by TransAmerican could be found in the retail
stores and mail order catalogs of Sears,
J.C. Penney and Montgomery Ward,
and in leading department stores
throughout
the
country.
TransAmerican widened its product line,
established its own factories in Colombia, Haiti and Panama and is generally
considered to be the leader in its field.

Criminal justice Grad

Ken Harms
is youngest
Miami chief

Kenneth I. Harms is the you ngest
man ever appointed to the position of
City of Miami Chief of Police. Chief
Harms, a 20-year veteran of the police
force, received his Bachelor of Science
degree in Criminal Justice from FlU in
June 1975. He continued his education
at FlU and is close to completing his
master's degree in criminal justice.
Harms stated, "Since FlU is a new
university, one has considerable
opportunity to grow with it. New
institutions are flexible and open to
changes. This is an asset for FlU." Harms
feels, "The educationa l experience of
the curric ulum is realistic for the adult
lear ner. FlU is very conductive to
learning and the interest level of the
student is high."

Kenneth I. Harms

departments in the U.S., commands
over 1000 sworn and civi lian personnel
and administers an annual budget in
excess of $30 million.
Harms believes in fami ly life and
Harms has been Chief of Police for has instilled in his family the idea to be
two years and plans to continue with supportive of each other's goals. Harms
the force . He considers himself a stated, " We like to live and play as a
workaholic and is "objective oriented." family, doing "things together, such as
He heads one of the most modern camping, fishing, skiing and sailing."
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Scholarship Golfer

Pat Bradley
scores high
on tour

P~t Br~dley

Business Graduate

Rebuff is a
successful
•
organ1zer
Graciela M . Rebull, a 1978 graduate
of the School of Business and Organizational Sciences, feels her success is " due
to luck . . . the right idea at the right
time."
In 1976, while still a full-time
student, Rebull started her company,
Professional Meeting Organizers, Inc.,
which specializes in the complete
planning and administration of professional meetings, seminars and conventions. Her functions run from looking
for sites for events to planning
sightseeing tours to arranging for
sit-down dinners to hiring photographers and flower arrangers. She
organizes meetings and conventions
for 10 to 500, picnics, weddings, pool

Twenty-seven-year-old Pat Bradley earned almost $150,000 in 1978 on
the ladies Professional Golf Tour and
has traveled to Bali , Indonesia, Japan,
Hong Kong and Bangkok, among
others, in the last five years.
All of this has comt:. her way
because she is a professional golfer, in
a career she heartily recommends to
any young woman with a love and a
talent for the sport.
Bradley accepted a golf scholarship to FlU in 1973, and during that
year she either won or placed second
in every event of the season. At the
1973 AIAW National Conference
Championship, she was a medalist on
the first day of play and was named
FlU's first All-American studentathlete as a result. She became an lPGA

professional in 1974 after graduating
from FlU that spring with her BS
degree in physical education.
When she was 15, Pat made what
was a crucial decision; she had to
choose between snow skiing and golf,
and golf won . It was not long after that,
at the age of 16, that Pat won the New
Hampshire Women 's Amateur Open,
the youngest person ever to win it, and
from that point on she entered six or
seven tournaments a year.
There are three points Pat makes
when discussing life on the tour . First,
she points out " learn how to pace
oneself . . . staying within one 's
limits." She once played for 12 weeks
in a row and found it much too
exhausting. Second , just finding a
laundromat can be a real problem in a
strange town, and then there is the
problem of finding a place to stay and
meals to keep one fit . Third, concentration , the idea of concentrating
continuously for four or five hours, is
grueling during tournament play itself.
About the future, Bradley sees
another few years on the tour and a
career in teaching with her degree in
physical education from FlU .

parties and fairs.
Rebull employs many FlU students
when she needs extra help.
As a student, she took courses in
small business administration. She had
two or three classes with Dr. leonardo
Rodriguez, whom she claims was " very
encouraging."
Rebull said, " I will always have fond
memories of FlU , especially the School
of Business, because of the encouragement I received from the professors
to establish the company and go ahead
with it. " She says she tries " to
encourage others to go ahead and open
their own businesses. It doesn't hurt to
try."
Rebull was born in Miami. She likes
to trave~ and speaks five languages,
English, Spanish, French, Greek and
Catalonian, which is a mixture of French
and Spanish . Catalonia is a region in the
northeast part of Spain and Andorra. At
16, she moved to Barcelona, Spain,
where she li ved for six years. She
explained that living in Spain "changed
my life because the lifestyle is so
different from America."
Gr~ciela

M. Rebu/1
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Ruth Hamilton, Assistant Director of Student Activities, and her son
share the gallery exhibits on opening night.
" Pantalon Et Fil Deferre" is an art piece made of cloth, rope, wire and string,
and was executed by Antoni Tapies.
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Newly-appointed Visual Art Gallery Director Dahlia Morgan tallcs with
james Heering at an opening in the PC building.

'J~hli~ Morg~n, Drucilla Armbrister and /~neen
~orwin enjoyed arl exhibited in February.

Visual Arts Gallery

Culture is
captured in
PC corner
The Visual Arts Gallery at FlU on the
Tamiami Campus is a little known nook in
the west cor ner of Primera Casa, out of
· the way of most student traffic. Those
who are unfamiliar with the ga llery are
missing out on some very interesting and
important exhibitions.
The gallery has showings for graduating art majors each quarter to show their
work for the BFA degree. BFA is Bachelor
of Fine Arts, and the art students can
show work in any medium the quarter
prior to graduation.
Former Gallery Director James M .
Couper said, "During its brief history, the
FlU Visual Arts Gallery has enjoyed the
good fortune of hosting ex hibitions of
extraordinarily high quality." He continMiniature farms built inside a screen box by ued, "Works by major artists from art
Donald Sandstrom amused many guests.
capita ls in the U.S., Europe and Latin
America have come to our institution ,
and while we can justifiably take pride in
the importance of what has been
displayed here, there is no show more
sig ni ficant than an exhibition of student
work ." Dahlia Meegan is the newlyappointed VIsual Arts Gallery Director.
She is enthusiastic and foresees great
things for the Gallery .
In addition to the BFA showings,
ther e is an annual show that is open to all
students and also faculty exhibitions. One
ex hibit was by William Burke who did a
showing in scu lpture and constructions
clay , plexiglass, spun glass and sticks.
The Florida Faculty Painting Exhibi. tion in January was the third annual
invitational of its kind, showing works of
painters who teach in colleges around the
state. That was followed by an exhibition
called " Other Media," which featured
works of nationally-known artists such as
Rob ert Rauschenberg, Lucas Samaras,
Dan Flavin and Hannah Wilke. Openings
for a new ex hibit are gala events in the
evening, complete with wine and cheese
and a chance to meet the featured artists.
One such exhibit was The President's
Choice in March which brought Danish
artist Per Arnoldi to campus.
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E"ery afternoon theTe is chaTcoal in the aiT as GTace "Smile " DiStefano
bTOils hambuTgeTs.

Lyle RichteT finds a corneT of the RathsltelleT to escape !Tom the Toutine
and Telfiew the day's homewoTlt assignments.
Are these your ordinary customers? Not likely, QYS Janet O'Neill,
Virginia Macias, Ada Fernandez and Neida Gonzalez.
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AI, Mindy Lane and ChTisty Wimow enjoy a beeT and some good com~Nny
in the Rat's Telaxed atmospheTe.

Rathskeller

Rat becomes
home away

from home
On every campus there is a
hideaway where students go to forget
their classes. On FlU 's campus, the
escape is the Rathskeller. Amidst what
appears to be only a window is the
locale for many student fantasies.
The Rathskeller's Halloween party
created a haunted castle. Of cou rse,
Dracula, Wolfman and the regulars
attended, but among them many new
faces appeared . Even Dracula took
notice of the four pistol-carrying
gangsters that were there. It was a night
of music and entertainment which
Bill Hunt, Rod O'Neale, Mark Murphy, Frank Maggiore, Tina Spencer, Bucky Worthen, jell Cabot characterizes many of the Rathskeller's
and Eileen Muir are il part of the service and entertainment at the Rat.
parties.
The American Student Society
which organized many student functions this year planned some of the best
parties the Rat has known . The jersey
Shore party, the Punk Rock night and
the Rock and Roll party made the Rat
the place to be on campus.
While the Rat is a place for students
to crash, it is also a place where students
ca n help students . Many of the
employees in the Rathsk eller are
students who are majoring in Hospitality Management, Education , Business
and Physical Therapy. As you would
expect, the Rat is a very personal place.
On any given day students can visit and
find at least one person they know. The
Rat is a place where any student can feel
at home.
The Rathskeller has also become
the student center on campus. Clubs
and individuals alike use the Rat to
discuss the day's events. Unlike other
campus pubs, the Rat is also frequented
by faculty and administrators. Students
can feel free to discuss classroom topics
in a comfortable environment. The
Rathskeller also contibutes to the social
aspect of education.
FlU, since it is an international
university, has day and evening
students of various backgrounds.
Despite the university's diversity, all
s.t.ior Dale Kardasz is il business major who makes ends meet by working in the Rathskeller. Dale academic roads lead to the Rathskeller.
also plays soccer lor the university's Sunblazer soccer Team.
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President Gregory Baker Wolfe
7 4 • • • President

President Wolfe dedicates Academic I with Board of Regents Chairman James Gardener in June 1979.

President personifies FlU's international mission
At the February 1979 meeting of
the Florida Board of Regents Dr.
Gregory Baker Wolfe was unanimously
appointed as the third president of
Florida International University. There
was excitement in the air as the entire
campus awaited President Wolfe's
arrival during the first week in March.
He was previously president of Portland
State University in Oregon and most
recently held Dean of International
Affairs at American University in
Washington, D.C. With impressive
international credentials, the young
university awaited its new captain to
guide it down the seas toward quality
education and a commitment to an
international mission.
Upon his arrival, President Wolfe
immediately immersed himself in the
daily operations of the university. He
quickly learned the budgetary process
and welcomed the variety of people
served by the university. One of his first
official duties was to oversee the
university's acceditation symposia.
Three different sessions were held
during Spring Quarter 1979 on broad
topics affecting the university. The
President personally directed the last
symposium held on the North Miami
Campus. During his speech, he challenged everyone at the university to

strive for quality in everything he or she
does. Faculty were offered the challenge of improving the academic
quality of education offered to
students. Students were offered the
challenge of increasing their level of
involvement at the university. Staff
were challenged to offer the highest
level of service to all those who came
into contact with the university.
In June 1979 the President was the
presiding officer at the dedication of
the first new major building at the
North Miami Campus . During his
speech President Wolfe called for" . . .
rigor, definition and discovery by the
university." He continued, FlU is closer
to the sea and its creatures than any
other of the sister ships, and FlU should
be recognized as a candidate for major
status as a vessel in Florida's emerging
fleet of higher educational institutions."
President Wolfe officiated at the
16th Commencement Ceremony
which was held in front of the Primera
Casa building on December 15. During
this ceremony he awarded an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters degree to
Dr. Rafael Caldera, former president of
Venezuela.
Also during Fall Quarter, President
Wolfe jointly hosted with the Hillel

Foundation a Holocaust Symposium.
Over 1400 people at~ended the
daylong series of events which featured
Simon Wiesenthal , Rev. Ralph Abernathy, Dr. Werner Sollors, and Walter
Rockier . President Wolfe 's personal
account of his Poland experiences
moved the audience deeply.
During Winter Quarter 1980, he
delivered speeches to the Honorary
Accounting Society and to a meeting of
state-wide home economics professors,
in addition to spending countless hours
and weeks of working with lcoal and
civic groups. Recently President Wolfe
was appointed to the Atlanta Regional
Panel of the White House Fellowship
Program which is designed to provided
gifted and highly motivated students
with various types of leadership
experience.
The President personified the
university's mission during his first year.
He developed policy that strengthened
FlU's international mission, insisted on
improved teaching for students attending the university and worked with all
members of the university community
in advancing FlU's mission. President
Wolfe's national and international
background has helped FlU gain a name
as a flagship university.
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Kiiren Powell
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llilrbiirii Swire

Medi~

Serrices

jene~n 8~/dwin
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We are here to help

Vincent O'Brien and Jean Dil/ashaw
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Robin Ni11on-Biue, Betty Youn81 Bob Wood

janet Elliott, Ruth Hamilton, Tom Riley, Brenda Bamford, Soli Vargas

Ed Turner

Ellen Pinert

Maria Rincon
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Dr. Yoshihiro Obata
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Professor Ellen jacobs

Dr. Ralph Clem

Dr. Ken Boodhoo

Professor Frank Wyroba and Miles }ermanovich

Donna Litowitz and Dr. Bill Maguire

Dr. Brian Nelson and Dr. Frances Yelen
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Professor james Couper
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Student Make-up Class.

History Department

Or. jose Kesselman and Or. joyce Lillie

Or. Tucker Arnold

Or. Anthony Maingot

Visuill Arts Department

Patti Greer and Professor Francis Wyroba
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Artist explores dimensions
Richard Dunkin is a strugg ling artist
who has had good fortune with the
many directions he has explored with
his lithographs, etchings, figurative
works, formal abstractions and geometric works, and has shown his work at
various galleries around the world. He is
not only an artist, but also a teacher who
enjoys encouraging students in his
printmaking, drawing and figure
drawing classes.
Of foremost concern to Duncan
are the issues of imagery: two vs. three
dimensions, perspective, formalist
problems and intuitive content. In
creating his art work, he is involved
with the entire process and makes
multiple originals. His general images
do not come up quickly because he
works slowly, thoughtfully, weighing
things and intellectualizing about them.
He states, " The artist feels images
should be made so the meanings are

Dr. Anthony Jorge
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accessible to the viewer." He also feels
obligated as an artist to make the
meaning evident to the viewer because
he says he doesn't want his work to be
"distant" and he likes "to meet the
viewer halfway."
In 1976 he stated he felt the laws of
perspective were false. He felt most
perspective systems only functioned
within very narrow limitations. He
became interested in graphic lines. He
often takes a single plate and prints in
many colors. He then cuts the print and
reassembles it in strange combinations
which in turn become the art object.
He stated, "I never know what the final
image will look like. It's magic and takes
on its own life." He is conscious of the
viewer, and when doing a print senses
what it will look like coming off the wall,
because he wants to "activate the space
between the wall and the viewer."

Dr. Florence Yudin

•

Or. John M•lcemson

Or. Gene Leroy
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john A. Carpenter, Dean of Education

Dr. Robert Farrell
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Dr. Rosemere Baum

Dr. Curtis Bradley

Dr. Dennis Tesolowslti & Dr. Chester Wichowslti

Dr. James Wells
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8/ucker expresses optimism.
"Sports should build character and
help to prepare individuals for the
future," stated Dr . Judith Blucker,
Assistant Dean of the School of
Education, an individual who has made
numerous contributions to make this
philosophy come true for Florida
International University .
Blucker is responsible for starting
women's athletics at FlU . On her arrival
in 1972, she introduced volleyball ,
softball and golf, then referred to as
club sport s. In 1974 the Varsity
Women 's Program became official.
Despite the program's short period of
ex ist e nce , Blucker ' s 16 years of
expertise have taken the women 's
volle yball and softball teams to
championship playoffs. The volleyball
team was the 1975-76 state champions
and later went on to the nationals. The
1

I

softball team was ranked third in the
1975 state tournament.
While still enthusiastic about
successes in the programs, Blucker has
begun to concentrate on the administrative growth of the athleti(: program.
Prior to becoming Assistant Dean in
January, she was Chairperson of the
Subject Specialization Department.
Convinced of the potential of
athletics at FlU she is optimistic that the
programs will grow and facilities will
increase. Having always loved sports
and activities, Blucker wants to share
her knowledge and experience
through teaching. Her contributions
have created a special pride for her in
the athletic programs, and she has also
given FlU a legacy - the name
Sun blazers.

Dr. Wesley Sow~rds
Dr.
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De~n H~uenslein

Dr.

Mym~ Cr~btree

Dr.

Rich~rd C~mpbe/1
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Gerald W. Lattin, Dean, School of Hospitality

A typical table setting for a Volume Feeding Lab.

~ School ranks
---.~ tops nationally

-

~

The School of Hospitality Man• - agement is designed to combine
Q. practical experiences with classroom
Cl1 knowledge to prepare students for
opportunities in the hospitality industry. In addition to being one of the
highest-ranked schools of hospitality in
the country, it is also one of the fastest
growing, drawing from both national
and international populations.
The school is one of the very few
distinguished programs in the field. Its
internship program , which through
company executives provides practical
training to students under supervised
management situations, is highly
acclaimed.
The hospitality school , in addition
to providing superior academic instruction, has designed a model food lab in
which students may apply their
classroom instruction . Part of this food
lab experience involves a vo lum e
feeding class to provide practice for
cooks, waiters and other such positions
in the restaurant business. Table
:;ettings, decorations and complete
menu preparation are also featured.
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Dean Lattin and Or. Marshall
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Christian Blaaw

Home enrironment lor FlU hospitality Professors.
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Or. Fritz Hagenmeyer

Hospitality students gain experience first-hand.
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Or. Charles 1/vento

Or. Norman Ringstrom

The ice sl~tue of~ sw~n gr~ced the m~in t~ble.

The chefs were hard at work.
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Clark teaches in Bahamas
Jack Clark is very involved with
Internal Affairs, a service which FlU
provides to other countries so FlU
faculty can train foreign students in
their native countries, particularly since
the university is constantly searching
for new places in which it can serve
internationally.
Every Friday Clark travels to the
Bahamas to teach and train students at
an upper-division college similar to FlU .
He is trying to " break barriers by
preparing st udents for upper management and teaching positions." He
teaches every Friday and Saturday and
return s to Miami to work the rest of the
week at FlU. Clark has also been to
Panama to train teachers and plans to
teach in both Venezuela and Mexico.
Clark stated . " I en joy teaching in
other countries because the experience allows me to have a broader

viewpoint, and I appreciate the FlU
students much more when I return ."
Clark enjoys the Bahamian students
because they are "just fabulous." The
average student is 30, and the student
body is similar to FlU. Clark has also
been to their homes, weddings and
parties.
Six years ago he was hired by FlU as
coordinator of the Construction
Management Program . He loves
teaching and " finds the classroom most
exciting and the rewards are worth
more than money."
He stated the greatest thing about
going to college is learning to become
adjusted to new systems. " This is where
the real learning takes place because
the more schools one goes to, the
broader the education will be." He feels
that in that way, one will be competent
to handle adverse situations in life.

-

Dr. Evelyn Enrione
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Dr. Bill Bassett

FlU graduate joins faculty
Fran Assalone is an FlU graduate,
full-time instructor in the communications program and advisor to Women in
Communications, where she enjoys
getting students interested in meeting
professionals in the area.
Although she is only 25, Assalone
has had extensive expertise in the field.
While attending Miami-Dade South,
she worked as an editor for the student
newspaper, and then wrote for The
Good Times, the predecessor of The
International, while attending FlU. She
also worked for The Miami News
during summer breaks while attending
FlU, and after graduation was hired
full-time by The News. Prior to teaching
at FlU, she also taught communications
classes and worked in the Urban
Journalism Workshop for Minority
Students for the national Newspaper
Fund at Miami-Dade's New World
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Center Campus.
Fran said, "At this point in my life,
I am the happiest because I am
incorporating all my past experiences
and all I know and have done into
teaching college students." She enjoys
offering plain, practical insights to
students, and likes to present a realistic
picture, since she has worked in a
variety of things professionally. She
continued, "I feel comfortable and can
identify much better with college-level
students because I can give personal
examples to which they can relate."
Assalone asserted that it is necessary to "keep communication skills
current because life is always changing ." She plans to volunteer her
services or work in a free-lance capacity
to keep up with changes as she teaches
in the classroom.

bL.-,.~
Dr Mich~el Urucintiz Ronnie M~rino, Dr. J~mes Story, Lei bni Boney, Dr. Jimmy H~hs, Dr. Leroy Thompson.
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Or. Florence Amato
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Industrial Systems Department

Dean's Ollice

Physical Therapy

Or. Evelyn Enrione

Physical Therapy
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Dean Adam Herbert

Dean Herbert

Or. Art Heise counsels students.
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Dr. Rachel Marlts
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Or. Donald W. Fair
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Dean Paul Loomba

Or. Oarid Larin
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Or. Jan Luytjes

Dr. George Simmons

Dr. Richard Hodgetts

Bob Sellani

Dr. Ron Vogel

Linda Magee

Sue Hinojosa
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Women's Volleyball

Team
emerged
second best
•
1n nation
All season, the Sunblazer spikers
drea med of bea ting the University of
Central Florida . The two team s first
clashed thi s yea r at th e jacksonvil le
Invitational in O ctob er, with Centra l
Florida winning the tournament; Fl U
finished second . Th ey met again in
Orlando at th e state tournament,
achieving the same results. Regionals in
Alabama brought the two teams
toget her once agai n. As usual , FlU
finished second to Central Florida .
" We 've always had troubl e beat ing
Central Florida . I knew they would be
our toughest co mpetiti o n thi s season," This is julie Bender, Lorraine Susil, Hilda Vargus-Vila and Head Coach Linda Miskovic. The three
players received their junior college volleyball training together at MDCC under the same coach.
Coac h Linda Miskovic state d.
The unblazers qualifi d for th e
national champio nships in Orlando in
Decemb r. In the tournament, they
made it through pool play where the y
faced California State at Bak ersfie ld and
at orthridge and Texas Luth era n. Onl y
FlU and Bakersfield adva nced.
After losing to Lewis of Illinois, FlU
was thrown into the los r's bracket of
t he double elimi nation tournament.
ort her n Colorado defeated Central
Fl orida, w hich was the first see d in the
tournament. Fl U faced Central Florida
and finally beat them, 9-15, 15-13,
16- 14. " We had n' t beaten th em in three
years. This was the turning point of th e
tournament for us. Th e vic tory built up
our co n fide n ce and mom entum ,"
Miskovic stated .
Assistant Coach Joann harpe ,
h erse lf an accomplished vo ll ey ball
playe r, gave Coach M iskovic a lot of
credit. " Linda did an excellent job of
recruitin g thi s year. Th e whole tea m is
recruit ed. FlU , being an upper division
sc hool , is at a distin ct disadvantage in
tournam ent s. W e co mpete against
women who ha ve bee n playing vol leyball tog eth er for four yea rs. At Fl U, t he
women come to th e team wit h t heir
sk ills already lea rned ," Sharpe said.
The team emerged as the second
best Division II team in the nation, wit h
over 900 top teams competi ng. The
team fi nished 38 -1 4-3 for t he season,
even wit h limited faci lities necessitati ng
Mary Dueker is caught in action, successfully spiking a ball over the net on the volleyball courts
their practici ng at Dade-Sou th .
in a game against the University of Miami.
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Van Putten
volleys for an
education
At the age of 22, Mary Van Putten
is thirsty - th irsty for experi ence,
interaction , involvement. She came to
the U.S. across the Atlantic O cea n from
Holland, her first trip to America . She
came at the invitation of Ph ysica l
Education Chairperson Jud y Blu cke r,
who vis ited Holland and Germany last
March to exami ne Europea n teaching
methods.
Van Putt en, from one of Holland's
lar gest cities, The H ague, is an
accomplished student and at hl ete.
Sporti ng background from the Ph ysica l
Education Academy , she was also a
member of a champio nship vol leyba ll
club for nine years. Yet her thirst was
not quenched in eit her area . A nxio us to
conti nu e her education in teaching,
Van Putten came to FlU to compete for
the Lady Su nblazer spikers.

Initiall y, the lan guage barrier was a
problem in both the classroom and on
the court. But it o nl y took her three
months before she was easi ly understood . In fact, Va n Putt en ex plains
h erself most cl ea rl y as h er initial
impressions of U.S. li fe reveal : "A t
home, I felt more independent. In the
U.S., it's a much faster pace. Without a
car, I feel so dependent on other
people to get about. Also , I've seen that
there isn't much fami ly li fe," she sa id ,
referring to the time spent together.
" People ca n be cool and impersonal at
times." Van Pu tten also perceives that
some of these attitudes are expa nd ing
to Holland .
Van Putt en views at hl etics as a
va luabl e part of her life, alth oug h not
her entire li fe . " I'm on ly an at hl ete as
lon g as I'm enjoyi ng it. If there gets to
be too much pressur e with my time in
studies and other things, it interferes,"
she believes.
" I' d like to make young people
aware of moving their mind s and
bodies," Van Putt en said about her
career objective to teach. " At FlU , they
stress the mind and body together .

Ph ysica l ed ucation is not ju st physical
activity alon e."
Mary Van Pullen, Liz Crotty and Carrie Halpin
prepare to return the ball to the opponents.

fhe w_omens' rol/eyballteam is here on scholarship from all over the map. More professional on the court than they are in front of a camera, they
: dH•Id<~ Vargus-Vila, Cynthia Whitehead, Barbie Howell, Mary Van Pullen, Shirlee Musselman, Cathy Garcia, Carrie Halpin, Mary Deuker, julie
n er, Lorraine Susil, Liz Crotty.
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FlU Soccer

Team sets
or breaks
31 records
Entering the season, the soccer
team held a 68-25-3 overall record .
During the season, they set or broke 31
school records and shot 71 goals for the
season, allowing only 14 goals to the
opposition.
Coach Bill Nuttall compiled a 13-2
record for the school in two years. He
led the soccermen to a Division II
ranking of fifth in the nation. Nuttall was
named South Region Coach of the Year
by the National Coach es Association of
America.
The Sunblazers were once again
extended a bid to the national
championships for the third year in a
row . Alabama A&M knocked them out
of the championships for the third time
in a row.
While AI Njie tops the list for the
school 's leading scorer, junior George
Moyssidis moved into fourth place on
that list this year with 21 goals on the
season and a total of 47 points.
The team will return next yea r with
a strong nucleus of players. According
to Coach Nuttall, the team is hoping
that a proposed move from Division II
to Division I for Alabama A&M will be
approved , for that will give the
Sunblazers a better chance at a victory.
ational
A play-off berth in the
Championships for Divi sion II is on the
horizon for next year. The team will
return ready to win .
Moyssidis is a junior at FlU ,
majoring
in liberal studies. He was born
Sports Spotlight
in Greece and is still a citizen of that
country.
He
was
named
AllConference, All-Region and AllAmerican while attending Orange
Community College in New York. In
addition to soccer, Moyssidis enjoys
swimming and handball.
Soccer Coach Bill Nuttall said,
George Moyssidis is a name which " George is like the Strikers' Curd
will go down in history for FlU soccer Mueller. He's an unorthodox player,
for 1979. His name is in the books this but he's guaranteed to get you a goal a
year for most of the records that the game. He was born with a nose for the
goal. "
George Moyssidis is the
team tied or broke.

Moyssidis
ties, breaks
FlU records
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le~ding

soccer scorer.

NCAA Championship

Sun blazers
shoot for

1980 finals
For the past three years, FlU has
hosted the NCAA Division II Soccer
Championships. Next year they would
like to be playing in them. They have
been knocked out of the quarter finals
for three consecutive years by Alabama

A & M.
If rumors of Alabama A & M
moving up in class to Division I come
true, FlU will have a better chance of at
least making it to the semi-finals next
year. " I am planning on FlU playing in
the championships next year. We will

have a strong nucleus of returning
players," said Coach Bill Nuttall.
The Sunblazer soccer team was led
by junior George Moyssidis, who will be
back in action next season on offense.
Henry Westmoreland will be back to
defend the goal.
The finalists of t he 1979 NCAA
Nationals were an instant replay of the
year before.
The championships were won , as
predicted, by Alabama A & M , which
downed Eastern Illinois 2-0 in the final
round . " We returned to claim the
national championship title which was
rightfully ours," said A & M Head Coach
Salah Yousif. Seattle Pacific, last year's
winner , and Southern Connecticut
were both knocked out in the semifinal round of the Eighth Annual NCAA
Soccer Championships for Division II.
Seattle Pacific player gets his leg wrapped before
his game against Alabama A&M.

II~ST ROW: Trainer Rey Jalfet, Fernando Godoy, lan Martin, Joash Dulces, Jose Brizo, Luis Avilez, Dale Kardasz, George Moyssidis, Head Trainer Jeff
C.ioielr. SECOND ROW: Bill Nuttall, Coach Gary Pollaclc, Danny Dominguez, Bob Morgan, Nico Brelcelmans, Jim Blanlcenship, Luis Cordova, Dave
Lister, Charles " Buc/cy" Worthen, Grady Leggett, Wim Van Zwam, Henry Westmoreland, Manager Jim Thime.
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Varsity Athletics

FlU teams
rank 30th
•
1n
country
All the countless hours that the
coac hes and support staff have spent
practicing and recruiting have finally
paid off. In a survey released this year,
FlU's intercollegiate athletic program
received a ranking of 30th out of 179
schools in Division II in the cou ntry.
The poll, released by Dave Naples,
assistant athletic director at Valdosta
State College, in cooperatio n with the
NCAA Publi shing Service, awarded
each school points on the basis of actual
playing finishes in 13 national championships offered by the CAA.
By virtue of four of its five varsity
sports (soccer, baseball , tennis, golf)

having finished their seasons in the
nation's top 20, FlU received 28.75 total
points for 30th place.
As an upper-division university,
the major concern of the coaches is in
the area of recruiting. They have to
recruit for a school that has very little in
the way of athletic facilities. The
coaches lose a majority of their athletes
every year due to graduation, as the
athletes only spend two years at the
school. However, by now ranking in the
top 20th percentile of the nation,
recruiting should be a bit easier.
The lady Sunblazers have done
well nationally , too. The women's
varsity volleyball team finished its
season second nationally in its division.
During the last three years, all five
women's teams have advanced into
either state, regional or national
playoffs.
In seven-and-a-half seasons, the
Sunblazers athletic program has
advanced from a first-year rookie
program right into the limelight.

Sports Spotlight

Wonderling
leaves FlU
for Cal State
This year brought changes in the
athletic administration, which included
the resignation of Tom Wonderling, the
Director of Interco llegiate Athletics
and Recreational Sports who moved on
to become the New Dire ctor of
Athletics at California Pol ytec hni c
University in Pomona.
Upon hi s arrival in 1972 from
Austin Peay State University in Tennessee, Wonderling immediately initiated a
program that has rapidly guided the
Sunblazers toward a position of national
prominence both on and off the field.
Under his guidance, Wonderling
made great strides in upgrading the
university's five-sport women's athletic
program . Since his tenure began,
women's operational budgets increased 260 percent , with their
financial aid increasing 700 percent.
These increases brought both the
Tom Wonderling, director of Inter-collegiate
athletics & recreational sports, left in january.
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Sunblazers in white prevent an attempted goal during
soccer match.

men's and women's programs into
compliance with Title IX, and did not
take away from the men's program in
any area.
In a recent national survey, the FlU
men's five-sport intercollegiate program was ranked 30th among 179
colleges and universities in Division II.
Wonderling cited as his main reason for
leaving that he is tired of waiting for
athletic facilities to be constructed .
" I've done everything I can here
without waiting another three years for
facilities to come along," he said. For
three years Wonderling petitioned SGA
for funds to construct a gymnasium and
swimming pool, but was denied each
time. SGA promised to make over $6
million available within the next three
years for those facilities.
" To put the university on par with
top programs around the country, we
need to have a gymnasium and
swimming pool," Wonderling stated.
He had been the athletic director at FlU
since 1975, and had been the first and
only head baseball coach since the
university opened in 1972.
" I've enjoyed working at FlU. The
people I've met here in South Florida
will be fondly remembered by me and
my family . It's time to move on and
accept new challenges at California
Polytechnic," said Wonderling.

Sports Spotlight

Raflowitz
works hard
athletically
Paula Raflowitz is a visible figure in
the athletic office and at varsity games.
She was the manager and statistician for
the women 's varsity volleyball and
softball teams, and also played for the
women's basketball team for the past
two years.
"This was my most enjoyable
season. We finally got a good coach
who has bettered the basketball
program at FlU ," Raflowitz said .
Raflowitz has been playing basketball for the last five years, having won
over 15 awards and honors in high
school and co ll ege. She received
all-county and all-city honors in high

school and previously played ball for
Deerborne, a private school in Coral
Gables, before entering Miami-Dade
South.
At five feet , ten inches, Raflowitz
plays guard for the Sunblazers. Raflowitz has one year of eligibi lity left for
basketball. She obtained a basketball
scholarship while at FlU and will stay to
play ball. She also enjoys karate, bowls
in the FlU Sunblazer bowling league,
plays varsity softball and en joys all
sports. She doesn 't want to go into
teaching, even though she is a physical
education major, but is thinking about
majoring in criminology.
Originally from Great Barrington,
Massachusetts, Raflowit z comes from
an athletic family . Her brother
specializes in track and field, her mom
bowls, and her dad played basketball in
his younger days. Her parents enjoy
attending the FlU basketball games and
cheering her on . Overall , Raflowitz
likes the athletic program though she
feels that better indoor athletic facilities
are needed . She plans to stay in South Paula Rallowitz is manager and statistician lor
the varsity volleyball team.
Florida after she graduates.

I

Women's Basketball

Women go
ahead, win
this season
Last year's women 's Sunblazer
basketball team was 0-16. There were
only six players.
This year Coach Mary Ellen Fiske
turned that record into ancient history.
The women snapped a two-year ,
27 -game losing streak with their 78-34
victory over Miami Christian College in
midseason . Other midseason victories
included Miami-Dade New World
Center and St. Leo College in Tampa.
Barbie Howell and Cindy Whitehead emerged as the top rebound ers
for the year. Shirlee Musselman was the
playmaker for the Sunblazer hoopsters
and led the team in assists and steals.
Team captain Hilda Vargus-Villa
supplied the spirit for the team this
season . "She really kept us going, even
when we were down," sa id Coach
Fiske. "Our main goal this season was to
.
.
lu H
11 SECOND ROW: M-.rgaret Cl-.rk, improve with every game and we
FIRST ROW: R-.y }-.!let, tr-.~ne~'- Cy'!thl-. Whlte,llhr ':., :w~cherr Hild-. V-.rgus- Viii-., M-.ggie
P-.ul-. R-.llowitz, K-.thy Prmz1, Sh~rlee Musse m-.n, n r
'
accomplished that."
Willi-.ms, Co-.ch M-.ry Ellen Fiske.
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Canoe Enthusiast

Grosse lives
his hobby
of canoeing
Hobbies are generally spare time
activities, but Professor Bob Grosse of
the School of Business and Organizational Sciences lives his hobby. He is a
canoe enthusiast who paddles six miles
a day to work from his home to the
Tamiami Campus.
In June he hopes to qualify for the
United States Olympi c team in competitive canoeing at the trials in Vermont.
He and his canoeing teammate John
Edwards have their sights set on the
summer games this year in Moscow.
Last summer, as a team, they placed
fifth in the 500-meter race and eighth in
the 1000-meter race at the Pan Am
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Games . They hope to have equal
success in Vermont and are working
and training hard to achieve their goals.
Grosse has been canoeing since the
eighth grade. He became interested in
the sport while on a canoe pleasure trip
in New York. So he bought a couple of
canoes for competition and pleasure
and he and his wife Chris bought a
house which is appropriately situated
on the Snapper Creek Canal. She is also
an instructor at FlU .
Chris shares her husband's interests
in canoeing and sports. They are both
into physical fitness and take advantage
of the programs and facilities on
campus. The two of them won the Fall
Festival Olympics earlier this year.
When he's not in the water, Grosse
enjoys all sports and will challenge
anyone to anything and everything in
sports and games . He thrives on
competition and seems to find plenty of
it.
Professor Bob Grosse carries his canoe from the
gym on his way home via the Snapper Creek
canal.
Grosse paddles home in the canoe he challenges
anyone to stay in lor more than one minute.

Athletic Trainers

Trainers set
standards
for athletes
By their very nature, sports
activities invite injury. The "all-out"
exertion required, the numerous
situations requiring body contact and
play that involves the striking and
throwing of objects establish hazards
that are either directly or indirectly
responsible for the many and varied
injuries suffered by athletes.
The rate of injury can be severely
reduced through proper prevention
methods. This is just one aspect of the
job of the athletic trainers at FlU.
Jeff Ciolek and Kathy Gollmar are
the head trainers. Both are originally
from Ohio, and they are assisted by
student trainers Rey Jaffet, Maureen
Murray and Bruce Shellhammer.
The trainers work only with the
varsity athletes. They arrange exercise
and diet programs, apply ice and
whirlpool treatments and take the
necessary steps for the prevention,
rehabilitation and treatment of the
athletes. Ciolek and Gollmar also use
the more advanced facilities in the
health clinic on campus in caring for
more serious injuries.
There is at least one trainer at all
the athletic contests. " There is a lot of
tension and anxiety when you attend a
varsity contest as a trainer. You have the
confidence and know you have the
skills, but you never know what can
happen and if you ' ll make the right
decision in a critical situation ," Jaffet
said .
Jaffet comes to FlU from Puerto
Rico where he got his undergraduate
degree in physical education. He plans
to make athletic training his career.
" Puerto Rico has no certified
trainers. The facilities at FlU are good
and the education here is much better
than in Puerto Rico," Jaffet said.
Jaffet has had previous experience
in athletic training when he worked for
a semi-pro basketball team in Puerto
Rico. He has been in the United States
for one year.

Bruce Shellhammer, Rey J•lfet, Kathy Col/mar, Maureen Murray and Jeffrey Ciolek discuss the
latest methods in athletic training. Ciolek demonstrates a knee ligament test as the others look on.

Tr•iners Bruce Shellh•mmer •nd Rey J•flet •re •t
work with the wrestlers in the tr•ining room.
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Sid Huitema demonstrates the correct form to John Green leads the canoeing class through the
use in racquetball during a class.
lagoon along the side of North Miami Campus.

Classes set
educational,
sports goals
Leisure activity classes offer the FlU
community and students a chance to
use the campus athletic facilities and to
learn all about a sport at the same time.
The scope of the offerings is as broad as
students wish to make it.
Many different non-credit courses
were offered this year, including
canoeing, sailing and a fishing clinic on
the North Campus, and golf, fencing,
judo/ self-defense, karate, slimnastics,
tennis and racquetball on the Tamiami
Campus. The participants in these
classes took advantage of the tournaments offered by the Recreational
Sports Office.
Staying in shape and enjoying the
various sports receive emphasis in these
classes . " The FlU student has no
opportunity to take sports activity
classes for credit on this campus. These
leisure activity classes fill that void,"
explained Gary Montour, Coordinator
of Recreational Sports. He believes that
the leisure activity program is a solid
one and plans to make future additions
to it.
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Club Sports

Clubs range
from fencing
to karate
Sports clubs are structured organizations which meet on a regular basis
for the purpose of enhancing interests
in specific activities. Seed money for
these clubs is supplied by SGA to
reduce the cost of club functions to the
individuals.
Student interest determines what
club sports there will be from year to
year. The popular clubs this year were
sailing, fencing, water skiing, lacrosse,
karate, judo, chess and tennis.
Though the Karate Club is the
largest club sport on campus, the
Fencing and Lacrosse clubs are the most
competitive . The women fencers
consistently win the state tournament
every year. The Karate Club also lhrbara Higgins, an accomplished fencer, takes The Lacrosse Club meets weekly to discuss the
competes on state and national levels. advantage of an opportunity.
strategytheywilluseagainstotherFioridateams.
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lntramurals

lntramurals
offer league

Competition
lntramurals , organized sports
which meet on a regular basis, are an
integral part of the overall recreational
sports program and include games,
leagues and tournaments.
Popular intramurals this yea r were
soccer, softba ll, bowling and basketball.
Specia l intramural eve nts included
tennis and racquetball tournaments, a
ca noe race and the Budweiser Super
Stars.
Softball met on a weekly basis with
six teams in the league, two of whic h
were the Rathskeller and the Veterans,
which provided top competition in the
activity. Doubleheaders were played
weekly . Extramural events were also
played as part of the Tri-County l eague,
which provided competition between
intramural teams from various coll eges
in Dade, Broward and Palm Beach
counties.
Sandy Scherr, Paul a Raflowitz,
Kathy Prinzi and Kelley Spoo ne r
comprised " Kate's Kids" and were the
leaders in the weekly bowling league
held at nearby Trail Bowl.
" Our intramural program will
become more estab lished as FlU grows
and dorms are built and occupied," said
Gary Montour, program coordinator, as Jeffrey Ciolek, tr~iner, ~nd Sid Huitem~,
~ssist~nt coordin~tor, w~tch ~n intr~mur~l
he viewed the future .
contest.
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Sports Spotlight

Gary Montour
coordinates
rec program
This year, Gary Montour became
the full-time coordinator of Recreational Sports and men's tennis coach.
He had been active as a tennis
instructor for the Physical Education
Department at the State University of
New York at Buffalo for the four years
prior to coming to FlU . Montour, 27,
has taught tennis at all levels.
Since arriving in Miami, Montour
has directed the Sunblazers Youth
Tennis Camp and various recreational

and intramural tennis tournaments for
the FlU Recreational Sports Office.
As coordinator of that program,
Montour brought Peg Hertz to the
North Campus to head the programs
there as assistant coordinator and
named Sid Huitema to run tournaments
and leagues as an assistant coordinator.
Larry Coffin, a graduate assistant, is his
right-hand man. Montour and Coffin
are both cut from the same mold . They
are both workaholics who dedicate
themselves to the job, no matter how
long it takes to make sure the job is
done properly. They started working at
5 a.m. one morning to set up for " Run
For America."
Recreational sports are second
nature to Gary Montour. He has added
much depth to the program since he
took over the position , and likes his
work. "The key to being successful is to Gary Montour, coordinator of Recreational
set up a timetable," he said.
Sports, is a vital part of the growing sports life.

Recreational Sports

Rec sports
designed
for learning
Recreational sports, which cover a
broad range of activities comp ri sed of
leisure activity classes, intramurals, club
sports and anything where stude nts
recreate and enjoy themselves, are
designed for both enjoyment and
learning.
The Recreational Sports Office is
dedicated to serving the physical and
leisure needs of the FlU com munity.
Their facilities are open for use several
hours daily.
Gary Montour heads the program
full-time . " Recreatio nal sports ca n be
anything from backgammon to disco, or
from tennis to lacrosse," Montour said .
He seeks ideas and suggestions from the
stude nts and will assist in getting sports
clubs started.
The most recent recreational sport
started at FlU was the Flying Club,
which teaches students how to fly and
how to enjoy flying as a hobby .
However , tennis is still the most
popular recreational sport on campus,
LMrosse comes alive in luttle on Tamiami Campus where the FlU Wollpaclt encounters St. Pete. and involves the most people.
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FlU Wrestlers

Sun blazers
squad sees
success
Mixing both brawn and brain, the
Sunblazer wrestlers pay close atte ntion
to both their studies and their hours of
daily practice. Their top co nsiderations
during the wrestli ng season are diet and
weight, as they continually tone their
muscles and build up their physique.
Competition is categorized by
FlU wrestlers Steve Girond~, Ben W~rd, Doug House, P~ul/~cobellis, ~nd Dennis McGinley ~re
body weight. Exe rcise and diet combine lined
up on the m~t observing ~n outdoor wrestling meet in the center of the university ne~r Primer~
to keep a wrestler's weig ht up or down . c~~.
Practice is und er the watchful eye
of Coach Sid Huitema. He pits the team
members against one another and they
toil to perfect their techniques and
learn new skills and maneuvers.
The 1979-80 seaso n found the
Sunblazer squad with six veterans:
Victor Marrero, Paul Jobellis, Steve
Gironda, Luis Alvarez, Rich Fatigate and
Willie Fulmer. New members include
Doug House, Ken Johnson and Paul
Carr. House was the superstar of the
grapplers . There were also three
freshmen added to the ranks.
" All of these fellows wrestle hard
and study hard because they have
plenty of self esteem . They know what
they've got to do, and they do it. They
don't procrastinate; all have got plenty
of initiative," Huitema said about his
team. The Sunblazers are a challenge as Freshm~n wrestler Dennis McGinley c~me to FlU Doug House pins his opponent in ~ m~lch th~l
~s ~ F~cully Schol~r from Fl. Myers.
dr~ws him ne~rer to bre~ldng the FlU record.
university-level competitors.
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Sports Spotlight

Doug House
challenges
FlU record

posted 27 wins and only 3 losses.
At Colby Junior College in Colorado, House held a school record for
most takedow ns in one season. FlU
wrestling Coach Sid Huitema expects
that House's total season record here
will break the university's record from
1975-76 of 29 wins, ?losses and 3 ties set
by Robert Georger. House has proved
to be a bright spot in the Sunblazers'
lineup.
With only five lettermen returning
from last year's squad, and a 4-10 record
to break, House was a great asset in
making the 1979-80 season a rebuilding
one for the wrestling team.

This winter term FlU got a new
member on the team, 134-lb. wrestler
Doug House from Colorado. He has
competed at three weights: 134, 142,
and 150, and has conquered oncomers
with finesse. Here at FlU he has come
through as the superstar of the
grapplers. Already this season, he has Doug House is a prize wrestler on the FlU team.

FlU MATMEN: FIRST ROW: Doug House, P<~uiJ<~cobellis, Steve Girond<~, Luis Alvilrez, Rich Filtig<~te. SECOND ROW: Coilch Sid Huitem<~, Dennis
McGinley, Ben Wiird, Ken Johnson, Piiul Ciirr.
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Delmestre is
number one
in Yugoslavia
When Nenni Delmestre was living
in he r native country, Yugoslavia, her
parents told her to take up something
co nstructive for a hobb y. Delmestre
chose tennis and went on to become
the number one women's tennis player
in Yugoslavia.
She's been playing te nnis for 11
years. Her mother is also a tennis player.

Her father was a sailing champion in
Yugoslavia where her folks still live. She
is an only chi ld .
Delmestre has been in the United
States two years. She came to FlU from
Lamar University in Texas. "I left Texas
where I studied for one-and-one-half
years because I didn 't like the area. I like
Miami very much and have a lot of
friends here," she said.
As a broadcasting major, Delmestre
eventually hopes to direct television or
film. "It depends on the political
si tuation in the world," she said. She
also enjoys sailing, but as a vital member
of the women's varsity tennis team,
where she plays second singles, and
with a heavy course load, Delmestre has
little time to call her own . Yet she is a
chamP. iOn at what she does.
Delmestre adds international flavor to tennis.

Women's Tennis

Tennis is
strong FlU
sports team
The Lady Sunblazers had no fall
season, but started the winter season
very successfully by slaying the
University of Tampa 9-0. "We had a
very well-rounded team this year and I
was very optimistic from the beginning
of the season that we wou ld be as
successful as we were," Coach Nancy
Olson said .
The women are on scholarship and
all but two of them are from the Florida
area. Nenni Delmestre is from Yugoslavia and is ranked as the number one
woman player in that country. Debbie
Harit of Montreal, who played the
number three singles spot, was a big
strength of the team this year.
Donna Kocyba has a good reputation within the Miami tennis circle and
has also contributed to the Sunblazers'
success.
" Our challenge matches were
tough. But the women hung in there
and outlasted their opponents," Olson
added.
Tennis is one of the stronger sports
of the university due to the climate, and
FlU had numerous court improvements
FIRST ROW: Debbie Harit, Bambi Gallagher. SECOND ROW: Patti zo,.;:;, Trish Legault, Donna this year.
Kocyba, Nenni Delmestre, Coach Nancy Olson.
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Men's Tennis

Tennis Team
opens year

with victory
A group of outstanding men tennis
players finished their pre-season with
smashing success. Number one singles
player Rich Nakon "had an outstanding
fall season, going undefeated in all
regular matches," Gary Montour,
tennis coach, said.
The Canadian-born Nakon finished
first in men's A singles, defeating
opponents from Miami-Dade's North,
South and New World Center campuses.
Terry Gibson , who continually
competed with Mark Russo during the
fall season for the number two spot,
fared very well this season . As a team
the netmen placed an impressive fifth
in Florida Intercollegiate Championships in Jacksonville against top
four-year colleges throughout Florida.
Other outstanding team members
included Bob Neinken, Caesar Andrade, Gus Suarez, Manny Satillo, Tom
Breece, Edgar Merida and John
Rullman. Only Rullman returned from
last season .

Sports Spotlight

Rich Nakon
posts 10-year
tennis record
Rich Nakon, first singles player and
team captain of the men's varsity tennis
team, has been involved in the sport for
the past 10 years. He played ice hockey
in Canada where he grew up, until
tennis became a sport he could play all
year there.
"Rich is one of the top players in
Canada. He is a strong hitter and a very
well-rounded player ," Coach Gary
Montour said . He noted that he is " top
notch" and a "strong addition to the
team ."

FIRST ROW: Bob Neinlcen, Caesar Andrade, Edgar Merida. SECOND ROW: Rich Nalcon, Terry
Gibson, Tom Breece, Gus Suarez.

Nakon came to Miami for the
climate, which he said is " very
conducive to outdoor sports." He has
been here two years and is planning to
stay. "Miami is a big city, like Toronto,
where I grew up . I like it here," Nakon
said .
His family, which is athleticallyoriented, includes a brother who is a
junior tennis champion in Canada and a
sister who enjoys gymnastics and
dance.
As a mana&ement major, like most
varsity athletes, Nakon has little time for
anything besides tennis and studying.
"The team went out a lot just to relax
and unwind from our other pressures,"
Nakon said.
He taught tennis as part of the
leisure activity classes on campus and
also played on the pro circuit in Europe.
He knows his potential and hopes to go
back to the circuit after graduation.

FIU'ssceneispoweredbyCanadianRichNalcon.
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Women's Golf

Lady golfers
start year
near top
This season started with only one
playe r mi ssi ng from last season's roster
for the Lady Sunbrazer golfers. Last
season the women finished third in the
state and tenth in the nation .
Coach Mary Dagraedt retain ed
vete ran s Na ncy Rubin , Monica O ' Hare,
Kelley Spooner and Denise Roch who
had val uable tournament co mpetition
experience. Th e fo ursome was joined
by two st rong transfers from MiamiDad e North , Lauri e Blair and Patti
McGowan, who added depth to the
team .
Alice Collins was the most improved player this yea r. Blair was the
individual champion with a twound er par 147 at the Pat Bradl ey
Invitatio nal. Now a pro, Bradley is an Palli McGowan, Nancy Rubin, Coach Mary Dagraedt, Lynn Decker, Monica O'Hare1 Denise Roch
Andrea Hode~, Kelfy Spooner, Alice Collins, Gail Doran, Cindy Larson, Debbie 8reslin Kare~
FlU alumnus.
Dawson, Laurte Blatr.
'

Sports Spotlight

Rubin enjoys golf at FlU

Nancy Rubin hopes to turn pro this year.
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Form er All-Am erican Sunblazer
Pat Bradley stepped off the greens for
FlU and into th e professional golf rank s.
FlU golfer ancy Rubin is determin ed
to follow in her footsteps.
Rubin is from Pitt sburgh ,
Pennsylvania, and began playing golf at
age 13, enjoying foursomes with her
parents and brother. As she got older
and more profi cient, she longed to join
her high school team , but no girls' team
existed. Rubin se ttled on managing th e
boys ' team but still entered the
scholastic state tournament as an
individual competitor. " I know I would
have been No. 4 or No. 5 on my high
school team," Rubin said.
Eager to enjoy golf all year, Rubin
competed briefly at the University of
Florida, then at Miami-Dade North,
where she earned junior co llege
All-American status in 1977.
It was Coach Mary Dagraedt ,
herself an accomplished professionaL

who persuaded Rubin to attend FlU
and swing her clubs for the Sunblazers.
Rubin hoped to propel FlU's golf
program into the national limelight. "In
order for our program to grow, we
need to travel and expose our athletes
to better competition. This is the best
type of publicity for FlU that can be
generated and it can hopefully aid in
our recru1tmg and our competition
with four-year schools," Rubin concluded.
Rubin felt that her coach was very
knowledgeable and ran a tight ship.
" Her professional background helped
in her objective outlook toward the
team," Rubin said of Dagraedt. Aside
from FlU, Dagraedt coached the golfers
at Miami-Dade North and ran several
clinics in the Miami area.
Rubin was the individual winner of
the Lady Tarheel Tournament. " I'm out
there to win all the time now, both
individually and as a team."

Men's Golf

Sports Spotlight

Golf team
finishes with
fair rating
Last season, the golfers finished a
disappointing sixth in the nation. This
season they fini shed with a fair to poor
rating from Shave, although the team
members were quite competitive.
Every man on the team had an
equal chance to qualify for a competitive match . The men shot three
competitive rounds and the lowest five
or six players represented FlU . "Sometimes the bes t players don't even
qualify with this system, "Shave said.
Assisting Shave this season was Bill
Mehlhorn, an 81-year-old golf instructor. "Mehlhorn is the greatest golfer
who ever lived," Shave said . Mehlhorn
still plays golf for the love of the game.
As far as the team goes, Shave looks
for three qualities in his golfers: they
must have good mechanics; they must
want to improve and further their
careers in golf; and they must be nice
guys who smile.

Doug Plattner
begins golf
training early

Doug Plattner continues to improve and
learn better methods as a golfer at FlU.

Sunblazer Doug Plattner took a golf
lesso n in his hometown of Pittsburgh ,
Kansas, as part of that city's recreation
program . He was 11 years old at the
time.
Being self-motivated, Plattner
taught his parents how to play. Weather
pe rmitting, they play every day.
In high sc hool , Plattner played
football until he tore some ligaments,
and then turned to golf. The climate
brought Plattner to FlU .
A junior majoring in real estate,
Plattne r wants a degree to fall back on
if his bid to turn pro fails. He plans to
stay in South Florida for at least two and
one-half more years.
" I really like the program at FlU.
Bill, our assistant coach, has taught me
more than anyone else I know, "
Plattner said. Bill is Bill Mehlhorne, an
81-year-old golfer who assisted Coach
Shave this year.

First Row: Coach Bobby Share, Neill Lecorgne,Jeff Lysek, Joe Corona, Ken Marlin, Ken Chase, and Jeff Brown. Second Row: Grant Levin, Rick Smith,
John Tociuszis, Tom Dee, Rich Fellenstein, Bill May, Dare Chase, John Towson, Doug Plattner, Gary Sirmons.
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Sports Spotlight

Team looks
for strength,
•
consistency

Sandy Scherr
has sports
in her blood
When Sandy Scherr is not on the
softball field, chances are she is on a
basketball court, bowling alley, or
volleyball court. She has sports in her
blood and it has paid off for her.
At Seminole Community College,
Scherr played volleyball and softball.
She paid for her education by an
athletic scholarship , the only one
available to women at that school. She
graduated with honors.
Softball has been Scherr's main
sport for the past nine years. She likes
the competition aspect of it and the
combination of different skills involved .
"Softball is a real challenge for me.
Anything can happen during a game,"
Scherr said.
Athletics is second nature to the
Scherrs. Both her parents are athletes.
Her older sister played three sports at
Florida State, while her older brother

Physical Ed. major Sandy Scherr plays ball on a
softball scholarship here at the university.

was involved in wrestling, track and
field and varsity football for three yea rs.
Her younger brother plays football and
swims.
Scherr hopes to go into ·athletic
training upon graduation in June. She
will have her degree in physical
education and plans to stay in Florida
and go on to graduate school.

After a successful coaching season
in volleyball, linda Miskovic took over
the 1980 coaching duties for the
women's softball team which compiled
a 16-15 record last season.
Hitting was the team's strength.
"This year our entire order was strong
and consistent," Miskovic said.
Ace right-hander Julie Bender
pitched 82 innings last year, giving up
60 runs, 78 hits and walking 43 batters.
She was assisted on the mound by
Maureen Fleming.
An outstanding and versatile
player, Kathy Prinzi from lake City was
a vital team member in the infield and
outfield. Anne Harris was a key
defensive player at shortstop and
leftfield.
Coach Miskovic was assisted by
JoAnn Sharpe, herself an accomplished
softball player from Dade South.

First Row: Lori Nadelman, Sandy Scherr, Trina Floyd, Maurine Flemming. SECOND ROW: }cunn Sharpe, Kathy Prinzi, Anne Harris, Pam Eri, }tun Dowling,
and Linda Misltovic.
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FIRST ROW: Rusty McNealy, Marc Serdar, Stere VanCamp, Mike Shoniker, Pete Dawes, AI Wenzel, Tim Johnson, Mike Hutch, Pete Perez. SECOND
ROW: Tim Knight, Jorge Llano, Rick Little, Bob Shaffer, John Reese, Joe Hughes, Stere Kerrian, Vince Lococo, Randy Koenigsleld, Chris Wilmes,
Manager Bruce Schellhammer. THIRD ROW: Assistant Coach Ed Rose, Assistant Coach Keith Snyder, Stere Boland, Pat Bone, Tim Fogarty, Don
Brownell, AI Mathy, Chuck Johnson, Gordy Nordgren, Rene Hesse, Head Coach Danny Price, Head Athletic Trainer Jell Ciolek.

Men's Baseball

Sports Spotlight

Recruitment
was Price's
top priority
Former baseball coach Tom Wonde~ling compiled a 226-139 record in
seven years before Danny Price took over
this season. Recruitment was a top
priority.
Eleven pitchers recently came to the
Sunblazers, bringing more stability to the
team. In the bullpen, the season opened
with a senior five-man pitching rotation .
Sixteen seniors returned from last
season's record-shattering squad, among
them right field Tim Knight. Last season
Knight hit .355 with 70 base hits, 39 RBis
and 27 stolen bases. Others counted on
for bat support were All-South infielder
Jorge Llano and Rusty McNealy from
Sacramento, California. McNealy set
school records for most stolen bases in a
season and in a career.

Pitcher began
•
career 1n
Little League
Steve Van Camp started his baseball
career in second grade as a pitcher and
shortstop in the Little League. He was
recruited to play ball for FlU two years
ago.
" This was a good season for the team
because of the new coach and a better
attitude on the part of the players. Coach
Price is a very enthusiastic perso n," Van
Camp said.
Van Camp plans to return in June
when he graduates with a degree in
recreation administration. If he doesn 't
turn pro, he will look for a job in his field,
parks and recreation .
Senior Stere Vo1n C.1mp w.1s recruited from
low.1, in 1978 to pl.1y ball/or FlU.

Thi s season, Van Camp was a
right-handed relief pitcher. Next season
his name may be on a major league roster.
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Run for America

FlU joins
in support
of Olympics
Boycotting the Summer Olympics
was the farthest thing from their minds
when 600 runners and one dog took off
from the starting line. They ran 3.1 miles
around campus on Sunday, October 28,
in FlU's Run for America . Steve Hlis
won the race 15 minutes and 25
seconds later .
Conditions were perfect for the
runners. It was a typical South Florida
day - sunny and warm . Competitors
ranged in age from 14 and under to the
64 and older category. Norma Suarez
won the women's division with a time
of 18:19. Rich St. Dennis was the first of
two wheelchair entrants to cross the
finish line with a time of 20:38.
The race was co-sponsored by
Burdines and Simmons Mattress .
Medals and prizes for top finishers in
each of the different categories were
furnished by Burdines. Pepsi provided
free drinks for all.
Half of the $4 entry fee was
donated to the U.S. Olympic Committee to support the athletes.
FlU President Gregory Wolfe
started the race . There were a few
celebrities on hand, including race
marshall Gerald Tinker, who competed
in the 1972 Olympics in Munich .
The race began across from the
soccer field and the course looped
around the campus. It ended at the
same point it had begun, and the finish
line was marked by a colorful Burdines
banner.
"The race was very well planned
and organized," said Professor Bob
Grosse, who did not finish as well as he
had hoped .
Recreational sports coordinator
Gary Montour, who planned the race,
said, "I am pleased that we were one of
the first groups in South Florida to
support the U.S. Olympic team." He
was seen setting up the course at 5 a.m.
the day of the race . He flew in some
race consu ltants from Philadelph ia to
figure out the best methods to have t he
race run. The race was enjoyed by all
who entered and attracted quite a large
crowd of spectators too.
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Celebrity golf invitational

Golf tournament benefits FlU
One hundred thirty-two golfers
turned out for the Third Annual Steve
Clark Sunblazers Celebrity Golf
Invitational in early October. The event
was held to benefit FlU athletics.
The tournament tee-off took place
at Mel Reese LeJeune Golf Course. A
tax-deductible entry fee of $100 paid
for a day of golf, carts, green fees, door

prizes, a buffet and drinks.
The winning team for the low gross
scores was Dave Fiesler, Dr. Jimmy
James, Harvey Wettmore and Senator
Ross Bass.
For the low net scores, the winning
team was Ralph Piscetello, Charles
Dahdak, William Sabella and Jaime
Waite.

PLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

r.u

FlU President Gregory Wolle ~nd M~yor Stere Cl~rlc preJUre to lee off ~I Celebrity lnrit~tion~l.

Acting Athletic Director

Nancy Olson
promotes
FlU sports
Nancy Olson was named acting
director of athletics this year, becoming
one of only a handful of women in charge
of an NCAA intercollegiate athletic
program.
Olson came to FlU last August from
Ely High School in Pompano where she'd
been since 1977.
"I promote sports at any level. It's
beautiful to see people of all ages and
backgrounds cheering for the same
team," Olson said.
The Miami Herald put her on the
front page of the Broward news last year
for the sport room she set up in her
apartment. She once paid $50 at an
auction for the first issue of Sports
Illustrated
Olson's office on campus looks like
the Football Hall of Fame. Pictures of
football players, collages and sports
awards line the walls. She enjoys sports as
a participant, as a spectator and as a way
of life; sports encompass most of her
interests.
Tom Wonderling hands his office key to Nancy
Olson, Acting Athletic Director, who replaced
him.

Sports Information

Rich Kelch informs area media
"Miami - The FlU soccer team
opens the 1979 season on the road this
week ... " Media Contact - Rich
Kelch .
Kelch has been at FlU for the past
two years . He came as a sports
administration intern from Biscayne
College and stepped right into the job
when the previous sports information
director resigned . Kelch had little
practical experience, except for being
editor of the school newspaper at
Biscayne College three years ago.
Born in Trenton, New Jersey, Kelch
moved to Morrisville, Penn sy lvania,
where he grew up. He has been in
South Florida for several years.

Coaches supply Kelch with information on the teams and the athletes,
which are reflected in his sports news
releases. His releases go to all major and
community newspapers and to the
athletes' home towns. " I try to give
equal coverage .to all sports. There are
10 teams to cover and I work alone, so
I have to set priorities, Kelch said. He
looks for different angles on his stories,
rather than just stating information that
is easily secured elsewhere. He feels
that this gains more media interest.

I

Sports Information Director Rich Kelch thinks
headway can be made by the next athletic
director.
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Athletic Department

The uniYersity's athletic and coaching staff: Mary Ellen Fiske, Kathy Got/mar, Sid Huitema, Bill Nuttall,
Linda Miskovic, Nancy Olson, Rich Kelch, Bobby ShaYe, Gary Montour.

Staff sees
•
promotions,
changes
The 1979-80 varsity season brought
several changes in the athletic and
coaching staffs. One new coac h was
hired and another was promoted .
The women's basketball coach,
Mary Ellen Fiske, came to FlU from her
position as teacher and ph ysica l
educatio n department chairperson at
Hallandale High School. She also Assistant coaches Ed Rose, Keith Snyder and Rolando Casanova aid in the success of FlU baseball.
supervised st udent teachers and
coached basketball, volleyball and
softball there.
A graduate of FlU three years ago,
Fiske received "Coach of the Year"
awards in 1976 and 1977 for basketball.
She took the helm of the Sunblazers
basketball team which went 0-16 last
year, and turned the seaso n around by
winning a few games this year.
No stranger to FlU baseball, Danny
Pri ce, men's baseball coac h, starred on
the first 1973 Sunblazer team . That
seaso n, the team compiled a 45-21
season and Price cracked 79 base hits,
setting a school record that remains
unbroken . He was voted Most Valuable
Player of the 1974 squad. Price has three
assistant coac hes.
As far as coachi ng goes, Pri ce lives
his philosophy: " I will do anyt hing and
In her first year at FlU, Mary Ellen Fiske changed This year Danny Price realized his dream: to
everyt hin g it takes to win ."
coach an intercollegiate baseball team.
the luck of the women's basketball team.
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The Athletic Year

FlU teams rate highly
This was a good year for FlU
athletics. Coach Linda Miskovic made a
large contribution to that accomplishment by leading the Sunblazer spikers
to their best record in the history of FlU
athletics - second in the nation in
Division II. They beat the University of
Central Florida for the first time in three
years. The University of Hawaii at Hilo
downed FlU in the finals in December.
Coach Bill Nuttall had a lot to brag
about this season. While his soccermen
lost to Alabama A & M in the quarter
finals of the national championships,
they set 30 school records. This year
there were 71 goals on the season, with
14 allowed to the opposition . junior
George Moyssidis led the offense and
broke a majority of the records.
Last year the women's basketball
team didn't win a game. Coach Mary
Ellen Fiske turned the team's image
around this year and the hoopsters
started winning their games in midseason. Their first victory was against
Miami Christian, followed by a win over
St. Leo College . More victories
followed as the season progressed .
Women's golfer Nancy Rubin had a

successful season and is well on her way
to turning pro. She hopes to follow in
the footsteps of All-American Sunblazer Pat Bradley, who went from the
FlU team to pro rankings.
Overall , each team this year
accomplished its goals, some teams
more than others. FlU is now in the
limelight for more sports teams than
ever before.

Coach Linda Miskovic hopes to lead her
volleyball players to a championship season nex
t year.
Coach Bill Nuttall is planning to watch his soccer
team in national finals in 1980.

International Athletes

Athletics have added flavor
FlU attracts students from all over
the world , as well as from all over the
country. Almost every varsity team has
an athlete from a foreign country,
including Yugoslavia , Holland, Greece,
Cuba, Peru, Puerto Rico and Canada. To
add some international flavor , the
men's soccer team played an exhibition
game with the University of Dublin,
Ireland, at home this year. Men and
women are recruited from all over to
represent FlU Sunblazer sports.
With the end of each varsity
season, FlU's athletic department takes
another step forward toward improvement and success. Each year the
soccer team sets more school records.
The volleyball team moved up the
ladder in national prominence this year
and several soccer and baseball players

signed with professional teams.
This year brought expansion in
recreational sports as well. New
programs and personnel were added
and participation increased . On the
North Campus, more planning was
done this year than in previous years.
This year a more heavy emp hasis
was placed on the Olympics. Bob
Grosse is training for the canoe trials,
while Larry Baker will try his luck at the
trials for sailing.
Facilities still remain a problem.
Many teams travel to practice daily.
School spirit is lacking because there
are no " home" games in several sports.
The 1980's will bring lots of
changes for FlU. As the campus grows,
sports will play a more prominent role .
jorge Llano is a Cuban baseball player at FlU.
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Jeanette Abin

Tharion Abtahi

Margarita Acevedo

Nicola Adderly

Babs Adeoye

Maria Aguilar

Efoing Akpaidem

Mohamed Albardi

Fomaine Aleunder

Maria Alonso

Maria Alvarez

Sylvia Amsberg

Ellen Andrews

Christina Aragunde

Richard Arjona

Druseilla Armbrister

Sherly Arndt

f
Fausat Aromashodu

Elena Arrastia

Leonora Arriaga

Fariden Attia

Florence Awotoye

Nancy Bade

Philip Balbi

Harvard Banner

Charlie Barnette

Cathrine Baskin

Hosea Battles Jr.

Rufus Baugh

130 . . . Students

Crispin Benjamin

Holly Bessette

Fredrick Bethel

Then·•a Binder

Joanne Blaise

Pearlie Blount

Everyone came to International Week in native costumes.
Robert Bonnette

Keith Britton

Nand Brisbane

Carol Brown

Rose Brown

Earl Bryan

Mary Ann Caffe

Naomi Calo
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Valery Cammarata

Christopher Cane

Lizelle Casanova

Vivian Castellon

Ricky Castillo

Samuel Cheung

Matilda Choto

Barry Clark

A popular local
country
band
called the B. G.
perRamblers
formed under a
tent outside of UH
over the Thanksgiving Holidays.
The music brought
"cloggers "
to
their feet.

132 . . . Students

Trevor Cargill

Linda Cavanagh

Larry Coffin

Denis Caro Dr

Dianne Carpenter

Colyn Chase

Lalita Chaudhari

Norberto Cofino

Alice Collins

Hilda Colome

Mercedes Concecption

Tony Cotterell

Marlene Cowan

Josie Christensen

Liz Crotty

Glen Cuttler

David Dalessandro

Virginia Davis

Joseph Delaney

Ernesto Delcueto

Nancy Delgado

Peter Denike

Edward Desanto

Carlos De Valle Jr.

Juanita De Veaux

Richard Dixon

Charles Doherty

Joann Dorsett

Josume Drummond

Mary Dueker

Mary Duggan

David Duggins

Deborh Dwaltney

Geli Eldemire

Joan Elder

Keith Ellenburg

Peter Enuma

Pam Eri

j'
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Amy Estell

Fred herts

Belly herell

Luz Fandino

Derek Farquharson

Dora Farnesi

John Farrington

Richard Fatigate

Maribel Fernandez

Jane Fertig

Eddie Fisher

Jeannette Fisher

John Flaten

Maureen Fleming

Olga Flores

Veronica Floyd

Donna Fong

Lloyd Fontaine Jr

Terry Forman

Aylin Fraxedas

Kathy Fuller

Leonard Furman

Gloria Garcia

Lee Gerovitz

Heather Gillis

Linda Gilmour

Nancy Gleason

Peter Golper

Aida Gonzalez

134 . . . Students

Anny Gonnlez

Aurelio Gonzalez

Beatriz Govantes

Laura Green

Mary Gresh

Valerie Griffin

Ana Guardiola

Aida Gutierrez

Mary Haas

Mehdi Haghdoust

Dianne Harris

August Harrison

Dorothea Harrison

Mohsen Hashemian

Leigh Heinlein

Patricia Heinlein

Madeleine Hellman

Theatre students try
their hand at mask
making in a make-up
class. Creating can be
whole lot of fun lor
the artist, but for the
model it puts a whole
new twist to getting
plastered.
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Kendra Henry

Jaime Hernandez

Miriam Hernandez

7

Mary Kay Hibson

Rhoda Hipcher

Dwight Horn

Barbara Howell

Rene Hesse

Raquel Hernandez

I

Amarils Huling

Roger Hugh

~

I

•
Marie Ibach

Martha Ibanez

Sunday lgbineweka

Silvia Iglesias

Alfred lnde

Angel Iglesias

Carla Infante

Miriam Inocencio

Debi Jackson

Marianne Johnson

Melanie Johnson

Mazen Kaddoura

Jacqueline Kelly

Barbara Kerkhoff

Kirby King

Adrianus Klaver

Marlene Kobetz

it
Steve Kalogerakis

136 ••• Students

Peter Piper, a junior in Engineering
Technology, relaxes from the
pressures of his
daily routine. many
students like Peter
lake advantage of
the par course
found on North
Campus.

David Kohl

Mary Komacek

Maureen Krantz

Beverly Krause

Sara Lambert

Patrick Lanius

Adewale Lawai

Gayle Lester

Linda Lincoln

Margaret Logue

Nereida Lopez

Sonia Lopez

Jacqueline Lorber

Hugo Lorenzo

Phillip Lyons

Robert Lynn

Ieana Machtolff
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During the fall
term a professional
dance troupe delighted
FlU
students with a
performance in
University House.

138

Sheila Mahaffey

Mike Mal;mga

Robert Mansito

Tom Marano

Maria Mari

Charles Marks

Barabarill Millrtinez

Esperillnu Millrtinez

Cillridilld MuSillnill

Rillquel Milltz

Albill Maya

lstael Maya

James McDonald

Kathy Mcinerney

Audie McSteYens

Dnid Messina

Susan Minsker

Keith Moale

Zehava Moalem

Aida Monies Deoca

Ann Mooyoung

Brenda Moreno

Stacy Morgenstern

Mahmood Morid

Robin Morris

Susan Moss

Paul Mullen

Roberto Munoz

Bill Myers

Lila Neese

Rodofo Neuhaus

Ethel Norwood

Shahrdad Nowrouzi

Prince Nwanze

I
Esbii Ogholoh

Carols Ortiz

Humberto Ortiz

Sherry Owhadi

Jill Pascquau

Rafael Paz

Thomas Peel

Soraya Peer

Edison Peres

Pamela Peterson

Lawrence Press

Susan Purcell

139 • •• Students

laura Quintano

lisa Randles

Kevin Raudt

Tim Reed

Charles Rellinger

Christy Rinrow

Rebeca Rivas

Rene Rivera

Juana Rizo

Donal - Rodely

Camua -Rodriguez

lourdes Rodriquez

Hortensia Rosell

Norman Rosenblatt

Paul Rosen

Mario Roth

The Rolth slteller ' s
outdoor pollio on
the Tolmiolmi Campu s is a iuorile
lunch spot on a
sunm dol Y. Bonnie
Anderso~ and Sere/ol Russell enior
one oi the Roll s'
iamous
holmburgers.
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Ellie Rozos

Nancy Rubin

John Rullman

Thomas Salako

Teresa Salarvand

Dori Sanchez

Sandy Sanchez

Linda Sapienza

Christine Sasnauskas

Eugene Scarbrough

Maria Scharf

Regina Shearn

Sandy Scherr

Carolyn Schmidt

Dennis Shaffer

Jim Shehan

Margaret Shen-sue

Alison Silvera

Dawn Silverman

Bisi Shurunke

Sunday Shorunke

Robert Skinder

Rose Slifker

Dolores Small

Amy Smith

Gary Smith

Raul Smith

Barbara Snell

Robert Snow

141

Robert Solomon

Alice Sotolongo

Zorian Sperkacz

Myra Spoiler

Kelly Spooner

Anthony Stanley

Joseph Stegmeir

Albert Summerall

Enogieru Sunday

Miriam Svaren

David Taggart

Donna Lee Tang

Michelle Teixeira

Omawattie Teka

Kelly Thomas

Susan Thomas

Lynda Tifft

•
Carmen Trabanco

Maria Trabanco

Carol Turner

Noble Uchendu

Maria Umana

Debbie Vaidya

Ricky Vaz

Harlyn Vinas

Carolyn Wald

Raymond Walinski

Robert Walker

Oliver Walthour
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uurie Wiishula

Briiln Webber

Pauline Weisfeld

Nathan Wermiel

Glen Wilbur

•
Austin Williilms

Godwin Williams

Maggia Williams

Ernest Wilson

Florence Winton

Alexa Wright

Dawn Wong

David Yadkouri

Lourdes Yadkouri

Alexander Zyne

Mary Zavecz

Sieve Zimmer

Donna Lilowilz

Bassam Mohlady

Pal Fletcher

Barbara Sorenson does a little FlU advertising.
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A

Binder, Theresa
Biology Society
Bishop, Ann
Bishop, Chris
Blaaw, .Christian
Blair, Laurie
Blaise, joanne
Blake, Richard
Blankenship, jim
Blanzina, Sally
Blount, Pearlie
Blue, Robin Nixon
Blystone, Patti
Boland, Steve
Bonanno, john
Bone, Pat
Boney, Lei Lani
Bonnette, Robert
Boodhoo, Ken
Botero, Alvardo
Bradley, Curtis
Bradley, Pat
Bradman, Sara
Bradshaw, Frances
Breece, Tom
Brekelmans, Nico
Breslin, Debbie
Brewer, Linda
Brid, Pat
Brimer, Mark A.

131
51
65
52
91
120
131
62
107
43,131
131
78
78
123
77
123
95
131
81
59
86
67
53
131
119
107
120
50,131
51 ,62
43
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Abtahi, Tharion
130,146
Abin, Jeanette .......................................... 130
Abernathy, Rev. Ralph ................................ 40
Acevedo, Margarita ..................................... 130
Adderly, Nicola ............................................ 130
Adeoye, Babs ............................................... 130
Adult Education Alumni Association ......... 42
Aguilar, Maria ......................................... 62,130
Akpaidem, Efoing ........................................ 130
Alba, Marlen .................................................. 78
Albaradi, Mohamed Hi-lai ..................... 31,130
Alexander, Fomaine .................................... 130
Algood, Cathy ................................................ 43
Alonso, Mario .............................................. 130
Alpha Phi Omega ......................................... 42
Alter, Morry ......................... .. .. .... ..... .. .. ... ..... 65
Altman, Judy ................................................ 149
Alverex, Luis ............................................ 17,117
Alvarez, Maria .............................................. 130
Andrade, Caesar .......................................... 119
Andrews, Ellen ...................................... 130,160
Angelo, Rocco ............................................... 91
Amato, Florence ............................................ 96
Ambrosini, Carlos .......................................... 51
Amsberg, Sylvia ......................... ................... 130
Aragune, Christina ....................................... 130
Arias, Ricardo ................................................. 46
Arjona, Richard ............................................ 130
Armbruster, Drucilla ............... 30,43,62,69,130
Arnold, Tucker .............................................. 83
Arndt, Sherly ................................................ 130
Aromashodu, Fausat .................................... 130
Aronson, Ellen
42,62
Arrastia, Elena
130
Arriaga, Leonora
130
Assalone, Fran
58
Attai, Farideh
50,130
Aubury, jennifer
53
Avilez, Luis
107
Awotou, Florence
130
Ayala, Irene
50
Aydelott, Karon
50
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Brisbane, Nanci
Brizo, Jose
Brownell, Dan
Brown, Carol
Brown, Jeff
Brown, Rose
Bryan, Earl
Bueno, Silvio
Bumgarner, Brenda

131
107
123
61 ,131
121
58,131
131
51
88
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Cabot, Jeff
Cadet, Rachelle B.
Caffee, Mary Ann
Caldera, Rafael
Calo, Naomi
Caffel, Mary Ann
Cammarata, Valery
Cane, Christopher
Carby, Colleen
Carey, Danine
Cargill, Trevor
Caro, Dennis
Carr, Paul
Carpenter, Dianne
Carpenter, Dean John A.
Carter, Geneva

70
50
43
46,49
131
131
132
132
50
78
132
132
117
132
86
78
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Bacle, Nancy
Bailey, Donahue
Bailey, Doris
Baker, Toni
Balbi, Philip
Baldwin, )enean
Bamford, Brenda
Banner, Harvard
Barnette, Charlie
Barahona, Carlos R.
Barnhill, Peggy
Baskin, Cathrine
Bassett, Bill
Battles, Mosea Jr.
Baugh, Rufus
Baum, Rosemere
Beck, Dawn
Bee Gees
Bender, Julie
Benjamin, Crispin
Benz, Eric
Bernard, Vince
Bessette, Holly
Best, Amy
Bethel, Fredrich

B

130
43,62
79
76
130
77
79
130
130
143
60
130
94
130
130
86
26,27
9
104
131
152
53
43,131
50
131
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Th;~rion Abt;~hi ilnd Stere Sh;~goury enjoy iln ;~hernoon ilt the "O;~sis," the meeting s t
outdoors on the biJy on the North C;~mpus.
po

The Students of Yesterday
are the Alumni of Today!

The 1979-80 Board of Directors
of the
Florida International University Alumni Association
Congratulate the New Graduates.

First Row: Joanne Hayek Moussalli, Coordinator, Alumni Affairs, and secretary/ treasurer; Robert B.
Larkey; Richard A. Moore, vice president; Marilyn S. Trager, president; Beverly Childress. Second Row:
Steven Votra; Norman Goonan; Miguel A. Germain, past SGA representative; Virginia Hoover; Harvey
Love; Virginia de Varona; Jorge Garcia; Susan Weitz; Judy Altman. NOT PICTURED; Gene D. Arnold;
Patrick Mason; Freddie R. Mathis; Steven V. Moll; Vivian Peters; John F. Ruzic; Jim McDonald, SGA
representative.

join the Florida International University
Alumni Association
and show your continuous support
for our great university.

For further information call the Office of Alumni Affairs at 552-2358.
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Casales, Elsa .................................................... 51
Case, Dave ................. ...... ............................. 121
Casanova, Jorge ........... ............................... ... . 26
Casanova, Lizette ............... .......................... 132
Casanova, Rolando .................................. ... . 126
Castellon, Vivian ....... ............ .......... ............. 132
Castellanos, Barbara ............... ........................ 62
Castillo, Rick y ..... ...... .................................... 132
Castro, Lourdes ............................. ............ ..... 77
Cerdeiras, Carrie ................. .................... ... .... 53
Cedeno, Saadia .............................................. 51
Chadwick, Ida ........................................... 86,89
Charyey, Kin ....... .................. ...................... ... 27
Chase, Colyn .................................. .............. 132
Chase, Ken ................................................... 121
Chaudhari, Lalita .......................................... 132
Cheung, Samuel .......................................... . 132
Childress, Beverly ........................................ 149
Chin, Richard Shue ....................................... 59
Ch ing, Virginia .................... ........................... 50
Ch ivarra, Cindy .................................. ........ .... 27
Choto, Mattie .................................. 53,132,153
Christensen , Josie ........................................ 133
Ciolek, Jeff ............................... 107,112,114,123
Coffin, Larry ................................................. 132
Cofino, orberto ......................................... 132
Cohen, Carol .............................................. .... 58
Cohen , Dave ................................................ 159
Cohe n, Judy ................................................... 21
Colome, Hilda .............................................. 133
Comeau, Denise ............................................ 91
Concepcion, Mercedes .............................. 133
Conrad, Eileen ............................................... 51
Consuengra , Elaine ........................................ 51
Collins, Alice ......................................... 120,132
Collins, Sharon ............................................... 78
Colodn y, Mike ............................................... 55
Cordell, Howard ............................................ 76
Cordova, Lu is ............................................... 107
Corona, Joe .................................................. 121
Corwin, ]aneen .............................................. 69
Cotterell, Tony ..................................... 133,158
Couch, ]ames ................................................. 58
Couper, James ................................................ 82
Cowan, Marlene .......................................... 133
Clark, Barry ................................................... 132
Clark, Margare t ............................................ 109
Clark, Maria .................................................... 79
Clark, Ross ...................................................... 61
Clark, Mayor Steve .................................... 124
Clem, Ralph ................................................... 81
Crabtree, M yrn a ............................................ 89
Croley, Mark ............................................. 62,79
Cronin, Stephanie ......................................... 53
Crothy, Liz ............................................. 133,105
Culkin, John ................................................... 53
Curry, Katherine ............................................ 97
Cuttler, Glen ............................ 42,43,59,62,133
Cavanaugh, Linda ......................................... 132
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Dagrae dt, Mary .................................... ...... 120
Dalessandro, David ...................................... 133
Darby, Percival ................ ............................... 91
Davis, Arnetta ................................................ 78
Davis, Elaiyne .................... .............................. 27
Davis, jim ...................................................... 158
Davis, Virginia .............................................. 133
Dawes, Pete .................................................. 123
Dawson, Sue ................................................. 157
Dawson, Karen ............................................. 120
Decker, Lynn .. .................................... .......... 120
Dee, Tom .......................................... ........... 121
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Lifeguard seeks rec degree
Russ Weber is a veteran of the Air water or at class, he finds time for his
Force who is pursuing a degree in wife Robin and his dog Lady. Both
Parks and Recreation Administration . Russ and Robin are outdoor people.
Having some experience as an As one would guess, so is Lady.
While Russ enjoys the outdoors,
administrative assistant in the military,
Russ hopes to combine his various he hopes to utilize his talents in a
leadership position . With no limitaskills in shaping his future .
Presently Russ works at Tamiami tions on goals, Russ says, " I see many
Park as head lifeguard. His experience new developments and contributions
and love of the water is only a small for me in recreation." Russ graduates
part of his life. When Russ is not in the from FlU this year.
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Students enjoy concerts and entertainment in University House on a regular basis. These
students are sitting on the edge of the " pit" to share in the Rush Week bathtub coin toss lor
Muscular Dystrophy.
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AT WT. AGREAT
NEW PlACE 10 EAT ON BRICKELL.
INTROOUCIN<i THE MOST EXCmNC. NEW RESTAURANT IN MIAMI.
With spectacular views out across
the Bay. Superb international
service. And the character and
decor of the great Clipper ships .
Luncheon and dinner offer
a magnificent variety from fresh
seafoods to classic European
specialties.
We'll be opening a lot of great
new wining and dining spots at the
Hotel Inter-Continental Miami.

And the Masthead is one beautiful
beginning.
The Masthead at the Hotel InterContinental Miami. 801 South
Bayshore Drive/Phone : 377-1966.
Luncheon is served from
12:00 -2 :30p.m. Dinner from
6 p.m.-11 p.m. The parking is
always free for restaurant guests .

TliE t\1\STliE7\D

MIAMI'S
NEWEST RESTAURANT IS
AN OLD FRENCH INN.
Tucked away in a quiet corner of the
Hotel Inter-Continental Miami, you'll
find a little bit of France . At a place
called La Rotisserie. With stained
glass. candlelit wooden tables . cozy
nooks and corners . And with the
extraordinary Ia nouvelle cuisine
that have swept all of Europe.
Mousse of fresh Water Pike.
Cream of Tomato flamed with Gin.
Creme d'Escargots. Open Hearth
Roast Squab with brand ied creamed
Onion Sauce. Sauteed Veal flamed
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with Cognac and creamed Truffle
Mushroom Sauce. Roast Breast
of Pheasant served with
Brandied Morel Sauce. Partridge
garnished with seedless grapes.
Dinner is served nightly from
6:00 to 11:00. And parking
is always free.
In the Hotel Inter-Continental Miami
801 South Bayshore Drive
377-1966, for reservations .

LA ROTISSERJE
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Sbters t•lte to the •sph.lt on weekends in the Grore. In some of our more trendy loc./es rollersbting h•s b«ome more popul•r th•n jogging/
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FlU Athletic Tr~iner K~thy Golm~r turns the he~ds of Se~ttle-P~cific pl~yers Eric Benz ~nd Riclc Miller ~tthe NCAA N~tion~l Soccer Ch~mpionship
held in Mi~mi /~st 1~11. K~thy ~ssisted the FlU Sunbluers soccer te~m imd ~/so tr~ins with the other ~thletic te~ms se~son~lly.
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r.A~ERICAN
Oarid Joseph, Matty Choto and Neil Fried are three of many club members who helped malte
FlU's first Rush Weelt a success. They belong to a new club called ASS, the American Student
Society.
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Students in the Crimin~/Justice progr~m t~llt with criminology instructor ~muel Hoffm~n ~her
cl~ss in ~ North Mi~mi C~mpus w~lltw~y.
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Congratulations 1980 FlU Graduates
From

SAGA
FOOD SERVICE

More than just books.

University Bookstore
is a
complete, full-service
bookstore.

Within our two floors of supplies you'll find:

* All textbooks for all courses, new and used

* University souvenirs and gifts
* Art materials and supplies
* Records
* Greeting cards and stamp machines
* Candy bars and other goodies
* Pens, pencils and paper supplies

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
We have
books and supplies
for
students
of
every agel
Look for it first in the Bookstore.
Conveniently located in UH on FlU's Tamiami Campus.
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Colophon
Volume 4 of the Florida International University Elan was printed by
Walsworth Publishing Co. in Marceline, MO. Tom Barnard was the
local representative of Roland Smith
Enterprises, Inc., of Hollywood, FL.
All printing was done using the offset
lithography process. Paper stock is
80-pound high gloss enamel and e nd
sheets are Eagle-A. Staff artist June
Tobias designed the cover. The
cover is green linen with white,
black, grey and dark green silkscreened on the top.
Approximately 3000 black and
white and 600 color frames were shot
for the book. Black and white work

was processed in the university
darkroom. Individual portrait work
was done by Steven's Studios of
Concord, New Hampshire. Larry
Maclean was the representative.
Spot color is done in process
color inks. Type faces throughout
are all in the Optima family, with
body type in 10 point, headlines in
24 and 30 point and captions in 8
point.
Also employed in yea rbook
production were 50 gallons of coke
and 10 bushels of popcorn .
The 1980 Elan has a press run of
1200 copies and is copyrighted by
the SGA.
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The Student Home Economics Association sold balced goods at a club table during Rush Wee/c.
Sharing in the fun outside the " Rat" are Paula Knight, Sue Dawson ilnd Amy Smith.
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1980 Elan Staff

1980 staff finds yearbook has rewards
Yearbooking is a major production.
It's frustrating, time-co nsuming and
knows no mercy at deadlines. Fortunately, the 1980 yearbook crew found
yearbooki ng ca n also be rewarding and
a lot of laughs. No, we don't tell jokes
-it's just that everything is funny in the
small hours of the morning in our futile
attempts to make a deadline. This crazy
staff really shows its co lors then: the
" artists" become sensitive and temperamental ... and " hate mail" is left on
the editor's desk addressed to Ayatollah
Andrews from the staff members ...
and the phone is answered " Ellen's
Elan " or " Pentagon-General Fletcher
speaking" ... and miscellaneous other
quips that can't be quoted h ere

become a part of everyday life.
If variety is the spice of life, then
this Elan staff must be Italian .... can't
be spicier ... we have " Pat from the
Rat" and " Maasha" from "N uYaak" and
jim , the man of many aliases ... and
Deadline Dave (hasn't made one yet)
... and Ayatollah Andrews and Dr. Lil.
Sandy Sanchez can be found under "s"
in the card cata log, and her staff can't be
found at all! ... and we have in the
ce nter ring Amazing Alan who has been
known to write captions while he
sleeps! ... and we have only positive
things to say about Tany who works
with our negatives.
Dr . Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver
managed to get her doctorate in March,

Sandy Sanchez, Associate Editor, North Miami Campus
Lillian Lodge Kopenha11er, Ad11iser
Debbie Holt, Photographer
Da11e Cohen, Photographer
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in spite of inconvenient deadlines. She
is as much a staffer as she is an adviser;
she clocks in the same hours and really
tries to keep our staff as professional as
possible, but has been known to be
equally as bizarre as any of us with little
or no encouragement. We can't ask for
more ... we can thank her husband
David for humoring our outrageous
deadline weekends!
In our attempt to record the 1980
university and its community, we have
done a lot of growing and learning,
which really defines the true university
experience. We welcome anyone who
would be interested in learning and
growing with the 1981 Elan. (It pays to
advertise.)

Jim

l'~t

Fletcher,

second-ye~r Ac~demics

Editor

Editor

Al~n

Tony Cotterel, Photographer

D~vis, l'hotogr~phy

Dauphineas, Student Editor

Marcia Goodhart, Sports Editor
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In Closing

'Elan' requires
much time,
•
many prom1ses
All it took was one summer of
volunteer work in a therapeutic
recreation program to alter my life and
land me here at the university. Those
retarded and handicapped children
were so happy and loving and special.
Boy! I had to be a part of that! My heart
was won away from a position as a
graphic artist into the role of college
student, to make a career change. For
two years, I have been employe d as the
Elan editor, and thanks to the yearbook,
I' ll be graduating this summer and be
able to get into my new field quickly.
In my last semester here I ca n feel
the transition from wide-eyed, almost
freshman-like enthusiasm, to a true case
of " let's-get-o n-w it h-it " se nioritis
depression!
I'm a survivor, though, and so is my
Elan crew. We put a lot of time into
making this book, as any staffer will
moan ... and there is a terrific amount
of popcorn , coke, typewriter ribbons,
gasoline, sacrificed college credits and
sleepless nights invested in this book .
Our friends know to steer clear of
us at deadlines (as do several staffers)
because we're not proud. We have
been known to pull total strangers in off
the street to type or proof for us at
deadline!
Fatigue and futility set in during a
deadline, and it's under these pressures
you'll hear remarks like, "Well, just
make up a name, then!" and, " Is this any
way for a grown woman to be making a
living?" We have been known to
promise our first-born to anyone who
will type or write for us at deadlines,
and
thank
goodness
for
The
International office across the hall. They
have been our port in a storm more
often than once!
We have also been known to
console ourselves by partaking in
libations when we're at the end of our
rope (a buzz is better than a zzzzzzz!) It
keeps us friendly, and gets us through
the night. It can do funny things to our
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captions, though .
It's always seemed a little offthe-wallliving the way we have, chasing
down photographers, seeing Miami like
a native, and trying to write captions
under the influence. It all seemed
pretty thankless until now, when we
can hold our work in our hands, and say,
"Well, hey! We're pretty damn clever!"
After graduation, I' ll dive back into
working with my special kids - but
before I go, I have some specia l peop le
to thank here at the university.
They include those who typed at
deadlines, and those who researched
and wrote; those who photographed,
and especially those crazy, diehard
deadliners like Marcia, Pat, Alan and
Lillian ("Wear your pajamas! It's going to
be an all-nighter!") Those are the
people I want to sincerely thank as well
as those who have reliably assisted and
contributed:
Resources: Dan D'Oiiviera, Mary
Mora, Mike Rosas, Charlie Johnson,
Brenda Bamford , Janet Elliott, Bill
Maguire, Rich Kelch, The International
office and staff, Dora Farnesi , our

Ellen Andrews, 1980 Elim Editor, puts the
finishing touches on her second rolume of the
"EI~n." She is the first person to edit two
boolts.

" Branch Office" - the Rathskeller,
Tom Barnard, Joe Kaplan, FlU Information Services, Terry Spence and Luisa
Yanez.
Photographers: Susan Nutt, Mike
Malanga, Jose Perrera (underwater
shots), Joann Logg, Leonard Furman,
Jerry Margolin , Larry Coffin, Larry
Maclean and the Media Department.!
Typists: Carol Jander and Debbie
Leach .
This book marks the end of the 70s.
Enjoy the 80s!

1980 Elan Editor

